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Crudeps Calisthenic Training.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS-

Man is the triumphant culmination of the Creator's handi-

work on earth. His normal condition, in common with the

rest of the animal creation, is Health, the attainment, preserva-

tion and enjoyment of which is mainly within his own powers
and choice.

It is true that in individual cases the functions of the mind
or body may be deficient; unless this is the result of accident,

it can be surely traced to imprudence or neglect, perhaps both,

on either his own part or that of his progenitors.

Human life is the union of two functions,—the mind, and
the body,—co-existent but distinct ; both need appropriate

nurture and development ; neither can be neglected or abused
without detriment to the other.

Young people of both sexes have ample opportunities with-

in reach for training and educating the mind ; but how often

is the discipline and development of their muscular strength

neglected or even ignored

!

The health of the body, depends very greatly on proper
physical culture. "With the exception of a few diseases con-

tracted from extraneous causes, the large majority of ailments

proceed from within the human system, and are the result of an
inexcusable neglect or an actual defiance of Nature's laws.

The mental faculties are rarely at rest, and except in sleep,

are actively at work, often without, or in spite of, the will or

desire.

The physical powers are always at rest, unless set to work
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by will or desire, inert unless used, although specially created

for activity and motion.

Every movement of the body or limbs is the resultant of

two inseparable bat independent forces ;—the nerves which
contract the muscles, and the muscles which produce the motion.

The nerves of motion are the connecting link or messengers
between the brain which wills and the muscles which execute
the will.

The brain is incited to action by another system of nerves,

which carry and report to it the sensations of feeling, sight,

hearing, taste and touch, from every point of sensation.

These two sets of nerves are intimately sympathetic and
greatly depend on each other for efficiency.

As the principal end and aim of this entire complex system
is executive, it can easily be understood that unless the muscles
(the executive) are inured to skillful and energetic use, the
promptings of the mind will be greatly hampered in their ful-

fillment, and physical inability is only too likely to reduce
mental energy. On the contrary, by increasing the effective

power of the muscles, the scope and capabilities of the entire

body, and consequently of the mind, will be correspondingly
enlarged.

Physical exercise also, by bringing the muscles into

systematic and energetic play, while it develops and strengthens
them, revitalizes the blood by increased respiration, stimulates
the circulation, and imparts health and vigor to both body and
brain.

The routine of physical exercise should be so devised and
regulated as to bring every member of the body and every
muscle in each member into uniform and well-balanced
efficiency.

The series of exercises introduced into this work is just such
as is calculated to produce these results, and the greatest
benefit will surely follow a judicious and regular periodical use
of them.

One important point is too often ignored. All the muscles
have their counterparts, right and left. We train the muscles
of the right hand to fulfil certain conditions ; exactly similar
muscles exist in the left hand ; why should not they receive
the same training? Why should not both hands be equally
instructed to write, to cut, and the many other acquirements
to which the right hand is usually and exclusively trained ?
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There are many good reasons why the instruction of

young persons should be imparted to them in classes. It

brings them into social intercourse under proper restraint

;

it excites a wholesome spirit of emulation ; it accustoms them
to the routine of discipline ; it insures regularity of exertion

at proper intervals, and it interests the mind while it benefits

the body. The one thing to be guarded against is the risk of

overtaxing the weaker in their endeavor to keep pace with the
stronger members of the class.

HINTS TO TEACHERS.

As each exercise in this work is arranged to strengthen a
certain class of muscles, no one exercise should be repeated
long enough to fatigue and strain the muscles specially brought
into play ; it is important, therefore, to vary the exercises as

much as possible, adopting preferably the order in which they
occur in the book.

Insist on every movement being accurately and fully

performed ; half-movements are useless.

Give the word of command clearly, pronouncing the final

starting word short and sharp to secure unanimity of action.

Guard against performing the motions too slowly, it tends
to fatigue ; avoid, also, too great rapidity, it detracts from
precision The cadence of the music must be regulated to

fulfill these conditions.

At the first signs of fatigue, order a short recess, during
which some recreation may be devised to interest the mental
faculties while it rests and refreshes the body.

Arrange the members of the class in the order of their

height, and adapt the size and weight of the implements used
in the exercises to the size and strength of the pupils. Dumb-
bells, for instance, should be used sparingly by young children,

and never over two pounds in weight ; two to three pounds
are usually sufficient weight for girls; three to four pounds
for boys of twelve, and four to five pounds for youths. These
weights are sufficient to develop strength without over-

exertion, because the practical weight of a Dumb-bell is greatly

increased by the momentum acquired in swinging it.

Be careful that the room in which class exercises are con-

ducted is sufficiently spacious and lofty to allow of thorough
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ventilation ; impure air and dust will more than counteract the

benefits derived from the exercises.

The temperature of the room is also a very important point

to be observed. If too warm, the perspiration resulting from
energetic action is unduly excited, and by its enervating influ-

ence induces languor and premature fatigue ; if, on the con-

trary, the room is insufficiently warmed, there is danger of the

body becoming chilled during the intervals of rest and inaction.

A temperature of about sixty-five degrees will fulfill the requi-

site conditions, and ensure the best results.

As teachers may naturally be supposed to possess the

experience needed for the management of their classes, it is

deemed advisable to leave all the minor details of deportment
and order to their own judgment and discretion.

HINTS ON DKESS.

The best costume for both sexes is that which unites the

greatest freedom of action with the least possible obstruction
to the motion of the limbs. For boys, a light, easy flannel

shirt, knickerbocker trousers without suspenders or knee
fastenings, stockings and easy shoes preferably of canvas or
duck, with very low heels or no extra thickness on the heel at

all. For girls an easy waist of light flannel, a short skirt, full

enough for perfect freedom of the limbs and no more, stockings
and shoes similar to those worn by the boys; no corset.

Both boys and girls may wear a belt, not tight, but only fairly

supporting the waist, and keeping the garments in their places.

The entire costume should be prepared with a view to protect
the body fully in accordance with the temperature of the
room, but not to induce undue perspiration : to allow full

scope for the expansion of the chest, and for perfect freedom
of action to the body and limbs, without being unnecessarily
loose and cumbersome.



PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTION.

S. l-POSITION OF THE PUPIL.

The pupils should " Fall in " in single rank, and stand

with the shoulders and body square to the front. The heels

must be in line, and closed ; the knees straight ; the toes

turned out, so that the feet may form an angle of 45

degrees ; the arms hanging easily from the shoulder, the

hands open, thumbs to the front and close to the forefinger,

fingers lightly touching the thigh ; the hips rather drawn

back ; the chest well braced up, but without constraint : the

body straight and inclining forward so that the weight of it

may bear principally on the fore part of the feet ; the head

erect, but not thrown back ; the chin slightly drawn in, and

the eyes looking straight to the front.

When the pupils " Fall in " for instruction, they will be

taught to place themselves in the position above described.

The pupils will then be numbered from right to left,

and on the word " March " (to be given by the Teacher),

the odd numbers will take one pace to the front, and the

even numbers will step back one pace.

N.B.—The words in the margin printed in italics are

the commands to be given by the Teacher.

S. 2-STANDING AT EASE.

Pupils will first be taught the motions of Standing at

Ease by Numbers, then by Judging the Time.
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(1)—By Numbers.

Caution—Stand at Ease by Numbers,

On the word "One," raise the arms from
the elbows, left hand in front of the centre of

the body, as high as the waist, palm upwards

;

One\ the right hand as high as the right breast,

palm to the left front; both thumbs separated

from the fingers, and the elbows close to the

sides.

Two \ ^n t^ie word " Two," strike the palm of the

\ right hand on that of the left.

f On the word "Three," drop the arms to their full

I
extent, keeping the hands together, and passing

Three-l the right hand over the back of the left as they

]
fall ; at the same time draw back the right foot

[ six inches, and slightly bend the left knee.

When the motions are completed, the arms must hang
loosely and easily, the fingers pointing towards the ground,

the right thumb lightly held between the thumb and palm
of the left hand ; the body must incline forward, the weight

being on the right leg, and the whole attitude without

constraint.

—-At \ ^n t^ie word " Attention," spring up to the

tention \ Position described in S
-

*•

(2)—By Judging the Time.

Caution—Stand at Ease, Judging the Time.

o
f

j( On the word " Ease," go through the motions
aP J described in the Standing at Ease by Numbers,

P \ distinctly but smartly, and without any pause

V between them.

Squad—Attention. As before.

If the command " Stand at Ease " is followed by the

word " Easy," the pupils will be permitted to move their
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limbs, but without quitting their ground, so that on coming
to " Attention " no one shall have materially lost his or her

dressing in line. If the pupils are required to keep their

dressing accurately, they should be cautioned not to move
their left feet.

On the word " Squad " being given tapupils standing

easy, every pupil will at once assume the position of

Standing at Ease.

S. 3-TUBNDTGS.

In going through the Turnings, the pupil must turn as

on a pivot, without a jerk ; the arms, head, and body being

kept perfectly steady, the movement being with the feet.

3D- // ( On the word "Turn," raise the right toe and
.* < the left heel, and turn a quarter circle to the right

( on the right heel and left toe.

( On the word " Two," bring up the left heel to

Two j the right, placing the left foot on the ground with

( a distinct beat.

j- r. ( On the word " Turn," raise the left toe and the

J, 1 right heel, and turn a quarter circle to the left on
( the left heel and right toe.

C On the word " Two," bring up the right heel to

Twol the left, placing the right foot on the ground with

(^a distinct beat.

Half- ( On the word " Turn," raise the right toe and
right—

-J

the left heel, and turn an eighth of a circle to the

Turn [ right on the right heel and left toe.

C On the word " Two," bring up the left heel to

Two < the right, placing the left foot on the ground with

( a distinct beat.

Half- ( On the word " Turn," raise the left toe and the

left— J right heel, and turn an eighth of a circle to the
Turn (left on the left heel and right toe.

i On the word " Two," bring up the right heel to

Two J the left, placing the right foot on the ground with

( a distinct beat.
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i On the word "About," raise the left toe and

About 1 the right heel, and turn a half circle to the left on

( the left heel and right toe.

( On the word " Two," bring up the right heel to

Two< the left, placing the right foot on the ground with

(^a distinct beat.

S. 4-BALANCE STEP.

The object of the Balance Step is to teach the pupil

the very foundation of what constitutes a graceful gait or

carriage, and no labour should be spared to attain this

end. During the movements the body must be kept

perfectly steady and well forward, the shoulders also being

square to the front.

(D—Without Advancing.

Caution—Balance Step, commencing with the Left Foot.

On the word "Front," the left foot will be
raised from the ground by a slight bend of the

knee, and carried gently to the front without a

F- nil J
er^' tne k-nee being gradually straightened as the

foot is carried forward ; the foot to be turned out

at the same angle as when halted, the sole

parallel to and clear of the ground, the heel just

Jn advance of the line of the right toe.

f On the word " Rear," given when the body is

steady, the left foot will be brought gently back
Rear\ without a jerk, till the toe is in line with the right

|
heel, clear of the ground ; the left knee to be a

\Jittle bent.

When steady, the words " Front " and " Rear " will be
repeated several times, and the motions performed as above
described.

( On the word " Halt, which should always be

Halt ) S*ven wnen tne moving foot is in rear, that foot

j
will be brought to the ground with a beat in line

V with the other.
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Tke pupils will afterwards be taught to balance upon
the left foot, carrying the right foot forward and backward.

Standing on one leg and swinging the other backward and
forward without constraint is an excellent practice.

(2)—Advancing.

Caution—Balance Step, Advancing on the word "Forward."

F A On the word "Front," the left foot will be
ron

\ carried to the front as before.

As soon as the pupils are steady in the above
position the word "Forward" will be given, on
which the left foot will be brought to the ground
at from 20 to 30 inches distant (according to the

"""
j -^ age of the pupil) from heel to heel, toes turned

out at the same angle as when halted ; and the

right foot will immediately be raised and held

extended to the rear, toe in line with the left heel,

Jhe right knee to be slightly bent.

Great care must be taken that the toes remain through-

out at the same angle ; that the body accompanies the leg,

and remains straight but inclining forward, and that the

head is erect and turned neither to right nor left.

Front $
^n ^e worc* "Front," the right foot will be

( brought forward, and so on alternately.

f On the word " Halt," which should always be

Halt < &*ven wnen tne moving foot is to the front, that

\ foot will complete its pace, and the rear foot will

Cbe brought up in line with it.

S. 5-THE SLOW MARCH.

The main objects to be attained by this drill are
cadence, length of step and direction, and, as these are an
essential preparation for securing an accurate and graceful

carriage, the pupils should be thoroughly instructed in this

step.
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The time having been given on
other musical instrument at hand

the

Slow— >

March '

March,

Quick-

March

piano, or

on the word
the left foot will be carried 20 to 30

inches to the front as before directed, and, as

soon as it reaches the ground, the right foot will

be carried a similar distance to the front, and so

^on alternately. For Music, see page 103.

S. 6-THE aUICK MARCH.

f The time having been given on the piano, or

other musical instrument at hand, on the word

I

" March," the squad will step off with a beat with

J
the left feet, head erect, chest well braced up,

arms steady by the sides, taking a pace of

from 20 to 30 inches, and about 120 paces a
^minute. For Music, see page 105.

Double-
March-

{or

Break
into

Double
Time) —
Double

S. 7-THE DOUBLE MARCH.

On the word " March," or " Double"—the time
having been given on the piano or other musical

instrument at hand—the squad will step off to-

gether with the left feet, taking a pace of from 23
to 33 inches and about 165 paces a minute; at

the same time raising the hands as high as the

waist, closing the fists and carrying back the

^elbows. For Music, see page 75.

Mark-
Time

S. 8-MARKING TIME.

On the words " Mark Time," the foot then ad-

vancing will complete its pace, after which the

cadence will be continued, without advancing, by
raising each foot alternately about three inches

from the ground, keeping the body steady ; on the

L
word forward, the usual pace will be resumed.
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S. 9-CHANGING STE2.

To change step in marching the advancing foot

will complete its pace, and the ball of the rear

foot will be brought up quickly to the heel of the

Change^ advanced one, which will instantly make another

step forward, so that the cadence will not be lost—

-

in fact, two successive steps will be taken with the

same foot.

•Feet

S. 10-THE SIDE OR CLOSING STEP.

(D—By Numbers.

Caution—Right Close, by Numbers.

( On the word " One," carry the right foot 1

2

One-: inches to the right, keeping the head and shoulders

( perfectly square to the front and the knees straight.

T ( On the word " Two," bring the left foot smartly

\ up to the right, heels touching,

Repeat as above till the required distance is gained,

and on the word " Halt " being given, the left foot will be
closed on the right.

(2)-By Judging the Time.

Caution—Right . Close, Judging the Time.

p- /* f On the word " March," each pupil will carry the

Jf
l

J

right foot 12 inches direct to the right, and in-

n . ,
' -{ stantly close the left foot to it, thus completing

j. * j \
the pace : the next pace will be taken in the same

(manner.

tt jA On the word " Halt," the pupils will complete

\ the pace they are taking and remain steady.

Pupils should be practised in closing to the left by
numbers, and judging the time in the same manner.
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FIRST DIVISION.

L-MARCHING DRILL

The following exercises require a large room, or an
oblong space, and with the aid of music, and by alternating

from walking to running and vice versa, the monotony may
be greatly relieved.

In the running drill a healthy circulation is promoted
and the lung power is increased ; but care should be taken

not to run too long a distance at first. The heels should

not touch the ground, but the weight of the body should be
sustained upon the ball of each foot. If this Rule is ob-

served, it will do much to abolish flat feet and knock-knees,

and give instead a healthy and graceful carriage. Two or

more Leaders should be selected and placed on the right,

and the rest of the pupils should carefully follow their foot-

steps.

In marching, the pupil must maintain the position of

the head and body as directed in S. i. The movements of

the leg must spring from the haunch and be free and na-

tural. Both knees must be kept straight, except while the

leg is being carried from the rear to the front, when the

knee must necessarily be a little bent, to enable the foot to

clear the ground. The foot must be carried straight to the

front without a jerk, the knee being gradually straightened

as the foot is carried forward, the sole parallel to and clear

of the ground, and, without being drawn back, placed softly

on the ground so as not to jerk or shake the body; the toes

turned out at the same angle as when halted.

The class should be formed up, two deep on one of the

sides of the room, or oblong space, and at " stand at ease."
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Caution—Marching Drill.

Attention. As before.

Number. As before.

On the word " Dress," each pupil in the front

rank, except the one on the right, will turn the

head and eyes slightly in the direction named, and
will take up his or her dressing in line by moving,

with short quick steps, till he or she is just able,

to distinguish the lower part of the face of the
'

rf" \ second pupil beyond him or her ; care must be
taken that the body is carried backward or for-

ward with the feet, the shoulders being kept per-

fectly square in their original position. The pupils

in the rear rank {i.e. the second row) will look

straight to the front and cover the pupil in front of

them.

Right-

Eyes — ( On the word " Front," the head and eyes will

Front \ be turned to the front.

1st EXERCISE.

On the word " March," the front rank will

- march three paces to the front stepping off with
luarcn

^ the left feet

Quick-
j

j, < ^n ^ie word " Two," the whole will turn to the

( right in two motions.

Three^

On the word " Three," the even numbers will

take one pace to the right with their right feet and
bring up their left to their right feet ; at the same

j
time the odd numbers will take one pace to the

j
left with their left feet, and bring up their right to

t their left feet.



p ( On the word "Four/' the whole will march
Four

\ three paces to the front.

C On the word " Five," the even numbers will

Five 1 take a pace to the left, and the odd numbers a

( pace to the right.

c . f On the word " Six/' the whole will turn to the
Stx

t front (the left).

f On the word " Seven," the odd numbers will

Seven \ take one pace to the front, and the even numbers

(.will step back one pace.

Eight
|

Nine-

On the word " Eight," the whole will turn to

the left

On the word "Nine," the whole will march

three paces to the front.

C On the word "Ten," the even numbers will

Ten < take one pace to the right, and the odd numbers

(one pace to the left.

r; f On the word " Eleven," the whole will turn to
Eleven

j^ rJght

T , f On the word " Twelve," the rear rank will stepw
{ up three paces.

N.B.—This exercise, when accompanied by music,

should be repeated from three to six times according to the

size of the room, or space available, and at its conclusion

the pupils should go about, march to the place from whence
they started, turn to their front, and stand at ease.
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2nd EXERCISE.

Before commencing this exercise, the pupils will be

divided into two half companies

—

e.g., if there were 38

pupils, Nos. 1 to 10 would form the "right half company,"

Nos. n to 19 the " left half company."

* . , C On the word " March," the front rank will

Ala /\ marcn th^e paces to the front, as in previous

( exercise.

», j On the word "Two," the right half company will

(.turn to the right, the left half company to the left.

f On the word " Three," the right half company

I

will proceed as in " Three " of previous exercise,

Three-^ the even numbers of the left half company will

j
take one pace to the left the odd numbers at the

^same time taking one pace to the right.

p .5 On the word " Four," both half companies will

\ march three paces to their respective* fronts.

f On the word " Five," the right half company

j
will proceed as in " Five " of previous exercise,

ttve-{ while the even numbers of the left half company

j
will take a pace to the right, and the odd numbers

\jx pace to the left.

j
On the word " Six," the whole will turn to the

Six I front, {i.e., the right half company to the left and

I the left half company to the right).

f On the word " Seven," the odd numbers of

Seven-l both half companies will take one pace to the

(^ front, and the even numbers will step back a pace.
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C On the word " Eight," the right half company
EightX will turn to the left, the left half company to the

(right.

jy. { On the word " Nine," both half companies will
1

1 march three paces to the front.

f.

paces

On the word " Ten," the even numbers of the

. right half company will take one pace to the right,

j, J and the odd numbers one pace to the left, while

]
the even numbers of the left half company will

J

take one pace to the left, and the odd numbers
l^one pace to the right.

C On the word " Eleven," the whole will turn

Elevens to the front, (i.e., the right half company to the

( right, and the left half company to the left).

f On the word " Twelve," the whole, of the rear

j, ,
J
rank will step up three paces—while this is being

j
done, the front rank, which should be marking

^time, will touch in to the centre.

N.B.—This exercise should be repeated and ended, as

in the preceding exercise.

3rd EXERCISE.

Quick- f On the word " March," the front rank will take

March \ one pace to the front.

Two -f
0n the worci ' Two'" tne even numbers of both

\ ranks will step back one pace.
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-,. f On the word " Three," the whole will turn to
Three

\ the right.

„ ( On the word " Four, the even numbers will
r
\ take one pace to their front.

p . \ On the word "Five," the even numbers will
ive

\ step back one pace.

«. ( On the word " Six," the whole will turn to the
Slx

{left

~ f On the word " Seven," the even numbers will
seven

-y ^^ u^ one pace#

F . , C On the word " Eight," the rear rank will step up
% lone pace.

«.
J"

On the word " Nine," the front rank will take
tne

(one pace to the front.

Ten
{

On the word " Ten," the even numbers of both
ranks will step back one pace.

vj (On the word " Eleven," the whole will turn toEUvm
\ the left.

T , i On the word " Twelve," the even numbers will
iweive

|take Qne pace tQ their front

Thirteen i
0n the word " Tm'

rteen," the even numbers
( will step back a pace.

Fourteen i
0n the word " Fourteen>" the whole will turn

( to the right.
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p.r. j On the word ' ; Fifteen," the even numbers
fifteen

^ wiu take Qne pace tQ the front<

«. , f On the word "Sixteen," the rear rank will
Sixteen

j take Qne pace tQ ^ frQnt

This exercise, when accompanied by music, should be

repeated from three to six times according to the size of

the room or space available, and as the pupils reach the

opposite end of the space or room from which they started,

the whole will turn to the right and march round one half

of the room or enclosure till the leaders reach the centre of

the space where the exercise commenced. The leaders will

then wheel to the right and march down the centre of the

room No. i of the front rank will then wheel to the left

about, and No. i of the rear rank will at the same time

wheel to the right about and continue marching up and

down till they reach the edge of the enclosure or room,

when they will meet and march to the position from which

they started, turn to the front, and Stand at Ease.

4th EXERCISE.

Quick- ( On the word "March," the squad will repeat
March \ the first exercise once.

Change {
0n the word " c^ange/' the squad will repeat

6
( the first four movements of Exercise No. 3.
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!0n the word " Forward," the whole squad will

wheel to the left and mark time opposite the

centre of the side of the space or room in which
they happen to be.

( On the word " Change," the squad will repeat

Change < the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth movements of

( Exercise No. 3.

The above should be repeated four times, which will

oring the squad back to the point from which it started.
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MILITARY DUMB BELL EXERCISES.

The following exercises have a double value. They
not only exercise all the parts of the body, and t|ius tend to

develope its different muscles and improve the carriage of

the pupil, but they can also be engaged in by a number of

pupils at the same time, and by the same word of com-
mand.

The position of the teacher should be opposite the

centre of the pupils, and, as a rule, the teacher should

execute every movement while giving the word of command.
If the exercises are shewn by the teacher while facing the

pupils they should be done in the opposite way, e.g., when
the command " left foot forward " is given by the teacher,

he or she should act as if the command " right foot for-

ward " had been given.

The weight of the bells should be from 2 to 6 lbs. ; and
for children they should be made of wood.

S. 1.—First Practice—without Bells.

The pupils should " fall in " two deep and at " stand

at ease."

Attention. Position of attention.

AT j j On the word " Number," the pupils will
lumoer

\ number from right to left.

n r On the word " March," the front rank will
Upen-ou ,

I

take tjiree paces t0 the ir fronty stepping off
Marcfi

y with the left feet with a distmct Deat>

C On the word " Two," the odd numbers of

Two< both ranks will take one pace to their front,

|^the even numbers one pace to the rear.
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Step to the—
Rear.

On the word " Rear," the whole will

take a full step to the rear with the

left foot, the right following.

Step to the—Front.

Step to the—Rear.

Resume the first position.

As before.

Two-

1st EXERCISE.

C On the word " Ready," move the

I
hands to the rear, the left grasping the

Ready \ right arm just above the elbow, and the

right supporting the left arm under the

l^elbow (Fig. i).

On the word " Two," turn an eighth

of a circle to the right on the right heel,

and place the left heel in front of the

right (Fig. 2).

On the word " Three," make a full

step to the front with the left foot, the

right remaining firm and flat on the

ground, the left knee well over the left

Three{ toe, and the right knee perfectly straight,

the back well hollowed, the head up-

right, the breast advanced, the shoul-

ders flat, the eyes directed to the front

L(Fig- 3).

r> ( On the word " Recover," bring the
recover

| left foot back tQ the right ^.& ^
On the word Forward," turn

Right Foot- \ quarter of a circle to the left, turning

Forward yon the left heel, and place the right

(.in front of the left (Fig. 4).

Two

Recover.

{On the word " Two," step out with

the right foot forward as with the left.

As before.
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( On the word "Front," turn an eighth

p t
) of a circle to the right, and drop the

\ hands down by the sides to the full

\ extent of the arms.

( On the word " Two," take a pace to

Two < the front with the left foot, and bring

( up the right with a beat.

Stand at—Ease. As usual.

Attention.

Astride

Ready-

Up\

2nd EXERCISE.

As usual.

On the word, " Astride," carry the

left foot 10 inches to the left front, the

toes pointing to the front, the right

following at the same distance on the

fright (Fig. 5).

On the word "Ready," bend the

knees until they jut over the toes,

keeping the heels on the ground ; at

the same time stoop from the waist and
bring both hands to the ground in front

of the centre of the body, the hands
closed and together, the thumbs to-

gether, the knuckles to the ground
UFig. 6).

On the word "Up," straighten the

back (keeping the knees bent) ; at the

same time swing the arms up in front

of the body, and carry them to the full

extent of the arms above the shoulders

(Fig. 7). This exercise to be repeated
six times, the pupils counting the num-
bers, and the teacher giving the time

and pitch of voice by the word "Down"
at each descent. The word to be given

and the numbers to be counted in a
clear and full tone, the sound to be
prolonged over the time occupied in

the ascent from the waist to the full

^extension of the arms.
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HalU

Stand at-

On the word " Halt " to be given
when the arms are straight above the
head, lower the hands to the sides, and
come to the position of Attention by
carrying the left feet back to their

Jbrmer position, the right following.

Ease. As usual.

S. 2.—Second Practice—with Bells.

The pupils should "fall in" two deep, with a
bell in each hand, and at " attention."

Number. As before.

Open-out—March. As before.

Two. As before.

r On the word "Bells," bend down

J

and place the bells on the ground in

Lower-Bells < front of the toes (Fig. 8), and, after a

]
slight pause, resume the position of

^attention.

Step to the—Rear. As before.

Left Foot—
Forzvard

(th

1st EXERCISE.

On the word "Forward," turn an
eighth of a circle on the right heel to

the right.

On the word "Two," step to the

front with the left foot, as in the First

Exercise of the First Practice, the left

Two\ hand grasping the thigh just above the

knee, as the foot comes to the ground
;

the right arm extended in the line of

Ijhe right leg (Fig. 9).

„. ,. ( On the word " Hand," seize the bell

5? , < with the right hand, the lower limbs
an

( remaining in position.

*•*•
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On the word " Up," raise the bell

in front of the body, and bring it in to

the shoulder, then, after a slight pause,

raise the bell above the shoulder to

the full extent of the arm, leaning

Up-{ strongly on the left knee and pressing

the breast to the front during the

ascent of the bell ; in this position,

the lower limbs to the knee and the

left arm should form one continuous

Jine from foot to shoulder (Fig. 10).

( On the word " Down," lower the

Down ' ke^ t0 t^ie snou^er
>
tnen replace it on

j the ground, and recover—as in First

( Practice.

On the word " Forward," turn a
quarter of a circle to the left on the

left heel.

Right Foot—Forward
{;

Two.
Left—Hand.

Up.
Down.
Front,

Step to the—Front.

Stand at—Ease.

As before.

As before.

As before.

As before.

As usual.

As before.

As usual.

2nd EXERCISE.

Attention. As usual.

Step to the—Rear. As in First Practice.

Left Foot—Forward. As before.

I On the word " Hands," seize a bell

Both—\'m each hand, the arms passing on
Hands \ either side of the knee, the right on the

I right, the left on the left side (Fig. n).

f On the word " Up," raise the bells

in front of the body, and bring them
in to the shoulders, then, after a
slight pause, raise the bells above the

, shoulders to the full extent of the arms,

bending the left knee and pressing the

breast to the front during the ascent of

t,the bells (Fig. i 2 \

Up
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On the word " Down," lower the

Down I bells to the shoulder, then replace

( them on the ground and recover.

I,

Right Foot {

-^-Forward \
As with the Left Foot Forward.

Both—Hands.
Up.

Down.
Front

Step to the—Front.

Stand at—Ease.

As before.

As before.

As before.

As usual.

As before.

As usual.

3rd EXERCISE.

Attention.

Step to the—Rear.

Left Foot—Forward.

As usual.'

As before.

As before.

Right— f On the word "-Hand," seize the bell

Hand\ with the right hand.

" On the word " Up," raise the bell in

front of the body, and bring it in to

jj.j the shoulder, then after a slight pause
"\ recover, at the same time raising the

bell above the head to the full extent

^of the arm (Fig. 13).

T ft F t i
^S before, keeping the arm straight

J. jl above the shoulder, and pressing the
-Forward^^^ tQ ^ front (Fig ^ 8

Down. As before.

Right Foot—Fonvard. As before.

Left—Hand. As before.

Up. As before.

Right Foot—Forward. As before.

Down. As before.

Front. As usual.

Step to the—Front. As before.

Stand at—Ease. As usual
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4th EXEBCISE.

Attention.

Step to the—Rear.
Left Foot—Forward.

As usual.

As before.

As before.

Up

C On the word " Hands," seize a bell

Both— ) in each hand, the arms passing on either

Hands \ side of the knee, the right on the right,

(.the left on the left side (Fig. n).

On the word " Up," raise the bells in

front of the body, and bring them in to

the shoulder, then, after a slight pause,

recover, at the same time raising the

bells above the head to the full extent

^of the arms (Fig. 15).

t *
t p {

f As before, keeping the arms straight
e
-L

00
, \ above the shoulders, and pressing the

sorwara
^ breastto the front (Fig. 16).

Down. As before.

Right Foot—Forward. As before.

As before.

As before.

As before.

As before.

As usual.

As before.

Both—Hands.

Up.
Right Foot—Forward.

Down.
Step to the—Front

Astride.

C On the word " Ready," as in Second

r, , ,r
I
Exercise of First Practice, bend the

y- » j knees and stoop from the loins and
mess seize the bells, one in each hand (Fig.

Li7)-

C The action and position of the ascent

j-
j.

J as in Second Exercise of First Practice*
^ \ carrying the bells (directed front and

(rear) above the shoulders (Fig. 18).

On the word " Down," lower the

bells, letting them swing to the rear

between the legs, the instructor giving

Down\ the word, the learners counting the

numbers as directed in the Second
Exercise of the First Practice (Fig.
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On the word " Halt," to be given

when the bells are above the shoulders,

bring the bells down to the shoulders,

then, after a slight pause, bend the

body and replace the bells on the

ground, and resume the position of

Attention.

Step to the—Rear, As before.

Stand at—Ease. As usual

Up\

5th EXERCISE.

Attention. As before.

Step to the—Rear. As before.

Left Foot—Forward. As before.

Right-Hand f On the word " Hand," seize the bell

(6 times) \ with the right hand as in third exercise.

On the word " Up," raise the bell as

in the previous exercise, the teacher

giving the word "Down," and the

pupils counting the numbers as in

previous exercise.

tt n\ On the word " Halt," replace the

\ bells on the ground and recover.

Right Foot—Forward. As before.

Left—Hand ( Seize the bell with the left hand as

(6 times) \ above.

Up. As before.

Halt. As before.

Left Foot—Forward. As before.

Beth-Hands ( On the word " Hands," seize the

(6 times) \ bells, one in each hand.

!On the word " Up," raise the bells as

in the preceding exercise, the teacher
giving the word,, the pupils counting
the numbers as already directed.

Halt. As before.

Step to the—Rear. As before.

Stand at—Ease. As usual.
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Down

6th EXERCISE.

Attention. As usual.

Step to the—Rear, As before.

Left Root—Forward. As before.

Roth-Hands i Seize the bells as in the Fourth

(6 times) \Exercise of the Second Practice.

f On the word "Up," recover as before»

Up < the teacher giving the word, the pupils

(.counting the numbers as before directed.

On the word " Down," proceed as

before, making the step with the bells

retained at the full extent of the arms
and lowering them to the ground on its

^completion.

Right Foot—Forward. As before.

Both-Hands (6 times). As before.

Up. As before.

Down, As before.

( On the word "Halt," to be given

rr
jt

) when the bells are straight above the
a

\ head and the body at the recover,

( remain steady (Fig. 20).

~ . , C On the word "Steady," lower the
auaay

j beUg tQ thfi full extent of the ^^
On the word " Ranks," the even

numbers of both ranks will take one
pace to their front, the odd numbers of

j both ranks, at the same time, will step

l^back one pace.

( On the word " Two," the rear rank

T J
will take three paces to their front,

\ stepping off with their left feet with a
(^distinct beat.

Right (or i On the word " Turn,'' the whole will

Lefty-Turn tturn to the right (or left).

On the word " Places," the whole

step off with the left feet with a
carrying the bells, and put them

tin their places.

Reform—
Rafiks

Places

( On
I Will !

) beat,

ft

I

20
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INDIAN CLUB EXERCISES.

Indian Clubs are generally made of Pine or Hard

Wood, and may be polished or stained and varnished

—the upper part of handle should be polished in

order to minify the friction and give an easy feeling

to the hands while performing the exercises. The

exercises are graceful and picturesque, give uniform

employment to the upper part of the body, and are

capable of adjustment to suit the strength of every

learner. Clubs are generally 24 inches in length,

the thick end being about 3|-inches in diameter.

The following sizes are recommended :

—

For Infants, . . . 1 foot 8 inches by 3 inches.

„ Boys and Girls, 1 „ 9 „ by 4 „

„ Adults, ... 2 feet 4 „ by 4 „

When falling in for Club Exercise, the squad

should be formed up in two ranks at close order

—

the Clubs at the slope (when the Clubs are at the

slope, the elbows should be close to the side and the

forearm horizontal—see Fig. 1), and numbered from

right to left, after which the squad should be turned

to the right and marched round the gymnasium or

room in quick time, halted, turned to the front, and

made to stand at ease.- See March page 35.
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INDIAN CLUB EXERCISES.

OPENING BANKS.

{On the word " March," the front rank

will take three paces to the front,

stepping off with the left foot with a
distinct beat.

Two < wi

( nu

On the word "Two," the odd numbers
will take one pace to their front, the even
numbers one pace to their rear.

f On the word "Distance," the whole
squad will extend both arms outwards,

and, with the exception of numbers one
Prove J and two of both ranks, will move to the

Distance
j
left—the right club to be 2 inches clear

of the club on their right, as the pupils

J
move to the left the heads and eyes will

[be turned to the right

Steady

{

On the word " Steady," the squad will

bring the clubs to the slope, and
their head and eyes to the front

turn
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INDIAN CLUB EXERCISES.

Lowerj
Clubs^

1st EXERCISE.

On the word " Clubs " (or when a chord
is sounded on the piano), the squad will

bring the clubs by their side to the position

of attention, the thumb and fingers grasping

the handle, palms of the hands to the front,

arms straight, shoulders, head, and body-

square to the front (see Fig. z). The first

13 exercises are done from this position.
\

Words of !

Command.
\

f On the word "One," raise the arms in

j
front of the body till they are in line with

One-\ the shoulders— in a horizontal position, at

I the same time let the clubs fall over on the

Inarms (Fig. 3).

« j On the word "Two," bring the clubs
wo

( down to the position of attention (Fig. 2).

On the word "Three," raise the ,

arms from the sides of the body/
Three K as high as the shoulders, and atf

the same time let the clubs fall \

v
over on the arms (see Fig. 4).

Four {
0n the word " Fom " brmS the

\ clubs back to position of attention.

These movements to be repeated 16 times.

*"A.
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INDIAN CLUB EXERCISES.

2nd EXERCISE—1st Part (Two Movements).

On the word "One," raise the arms in

front of the body till the clubs are a little

- i above the head as in Fig. 5, then bend the
" arms, forcing the elbows well to the rear, as

in Fig. 6, clubs to be kept perpendicular

. when in this position.

{On the word "Two," raise the clubs

upwards in front of body till the arms are

straight, as in Fig. 5, then bring them down
in a circular motion by the side, where the

downward motion must be checked. /
Repeat 8 times.

2nd Fart (Two Movements).
i

q f On the word "'One," go through

'

[ the same movement as in 1st part.

On the word "Two," raise the

arms above the head (see Fig. 7),

throw the clubs outwards (see Fig.

Two-l 8), and downwards by the side and
upwards in front of body—keeping

arms straight till position of Fig. 6 ,

is reached.
j

Repeat 8 times,
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INDIAN CLUB EXERCISES.

3rd EXEECISE (Two Movements).

On the word "One," take a full step

to the right front with the right foot—the

left foot to remain flat on the ground—at

the same time raise the clubs in front of the

One J body till they are perpendicular above the

head, then bend the arms and let the clubs

fall over the head, see Fig. 9). The head
to be well thrown back and the chest well

cto the front.

/ On the word "Two," bring the Clubs
Two < over the head and down by the sides,

( keeping the arms straight.

Repeat 8 times—when bringing the clubs

from behind the head on the 8th time

recover

—

i.e. draw back the right foot

to the left

(2nd Movement).

Make a full pace to the left front and
repeat the same exercise—8 times (Fig.

9).
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INDIAN CLUB EXERCISES.

I v

4th EXERCISE—1st Fart (4 Movements).

One

Two

On the word " One," raise the right arm
in front of the body till in line with the

shoulder, make a forward twist or circle with

the club—on the completion of the circle

bring the arm by the side (Fig. io).

The club is twisted between the thumb
and the forefinger—while doing this /
the back of the hand is turned down
wards and the fingers opened out

f On the word " Two," raise the left arm \

\ and repeat as with the right

( On the word "Three," raise the right

Three < arm from the side of the body and repeat as

(in "One" (Fig. n).

( On the word " Four," raise the left arm
Four < to side of body and repeat as with the

( right

Repeat 8 times.

N.B.—During the whole exercise the

arms are to be kept straight

2nd Part (2 Movements).

On the word " One," raise both arms in

front of body till in line with the shoulders,

One\ make a forward twist or circle with both

clubs—on the completion of the circle, bring

both arms by the side.

( On the word "Two," raise both arms

TwoX outwards from the sides of the body and

(^ repeat the above movement (Fig. 1 2).

Repeat 8 times.
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INDIAN CLUB EXERCISES.

5th EXERCXSE-lst Part (2 Movements).

On the word " One," raise the arms from
the elbows till horozontal, while doing so,

One \ make a reverse twist or circle, and carry the

clubs over the shoulders (Fig. 13). Arms
Jo be. kept bent

r On the word "Two," bring the clubs

j

from behind the shoulder, and, as they are
',

Two-l brought over the shoulder, make a forward \

twist with both clubs and bring them down
^by the side. (FigH)

Repeat 8 times.

2nd. Fart (2 Movements).

f On the word " One," make a reverse

I twist or circle, keeping the arms steady,/

One\ after which raise the arms, keeping thera

I rigid till above the head, — and then lei
l^the clubs fall behind (Fig. 15).

C On the word "Two," raise the clubs from

Two< behind, make a forward twist above the

(^ head, and bring the arms by the side.

N.B.—In doing this exercise the head
must be kept well back.

^->
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INDIAN CLUB EXERCISES.

6th EXESCISE—1st Part (2 movements).

C On the word " One," raise the right arm
Onei from the side of the body till in line with

(the shoulder (Fig. 16).

On the word " Two," describe a circle in

front of body with the club, keeping the

Two\ arm straight. On the club reaching the

right side, raise the left arm in line with the

^shoulder and describe a circle to the right

Repeat 8 times,

2nd Fart (2 Movements).

C On the word " One," raise the right ami
Owl to the side of the body till in line with the

( shoulder.

r On the word " Two," describe three circles

in front of the body with the club, keeping

Two\ the arm straight On the completion of

the third circle, raise the left arm in line with

^the shoulder and repeat the same movement.

Repeat 8 times.
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INDIAN

CLUB EXERCISES.

7th EXERCISE (2 Movements).

On the word " One," describe £ of

j a circle in front of body, keeping the

One 1 arm rigid till it is in a horizontal

(position in line with the shoulders
l
(Fig. 17).

r On the word " Two," turn the back
of the hand downwards—bend the

arm, and, at the same time, make a
forward twist or circle, straighten the

arm and bring the club by the side

(Fig. 18).

.-'->"-

Two<

Repeat this movement with left arm.

Repeat 8 times right and left arm alternately.

8th EXERCISE.

N.B.—The movements of this exercise

are the same as exercise 7.

One

Two

On the word " One," describe £ of a circle

in front of body, till both arms are extended

at each side of the body in line with

the forehead (Fig. 19 and 20).

- On the word " Two," turn the back
,'

of the hands downwards—bend the;

arms, and, at the same time, makel

a forward circle with the clubs, extend \
the arms, complete the circle and

-bring them in by the sides (Fig. 21).

Repeat 8 times.
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INDIAN CLUB EXERCISES. \

9th EXERCISE (Two Movements).

On the word " One," raise the right arm
as high as the shoulder (Fig. 22), then bend
the arm and make a forward twist, after

which extend the arm. At the same time

One\ the left arm must be describing three-

quarters of a circle in front of body (Fig.

23). If these movements were done
correctly, the position would be as in Fig.

24—the left arm in position for the shoulder

^ twist, the right in position for the circle.

On the word " Two," bend the left arm
and make a shoulder twist. At the same
time describe three-quarters of a circle with

,

the right arm in front of the body, and end
j

>
in position of Fig 24.

j

Repeat 16 times. \

10th EXERCISE.

f On the word " One," raise the right arm
One I outwards and upwards from the side till

( straight above the head (Fig. 25).

On the word " Two," bend the arm and
let the club fall down behind the head. As

Two \ the club is falling, make a forward circle with
the club by the left, and extend the arm to

{
Jhe left side in front of body (see Fig. 26). !

C On* the word "Three" bring the club down V

Three'< in front of body, from position of Fig. 26 to

(that of Fig. 25.

Repeat 8 times.

Repeat same movements with the left arm 8 times.
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Two

$ INDIAN CLUB EXERCISES.

lltli EXERCISE (3 Movements).

On the word " One," raise both arms
straight above the head (Fig. 27).

On the word " Two," bend the arms and
let the clubs fall inwards crossing each other,

then straighten the arms above the head
(Fig. 28).

( On the word " Three," cross the arms in

rpy J front of body describing a circle—arms to

\ be kept straight till position of Fig. 27 is

(reached.

Repeat 8 or 16 times.

12th EXERCISE.

I

Astride

Ready

Swing

1 !

Position of Pupil " Astride."

f On the word " Astride," carry the left foot

( 12 or 14 inches to the left (Fig. 30).

( On the word " Ready," turn the body to

the left, and raise the clubs above the head,
,

at the same time rise on the right toe (Fig. /)

30- ji

On the word " Swing," swing the clubs in-*

front of the body from left to right—striking \\

the clubs together when above the head—at \
the same time turn the body to the right and
rise on the left toe (Fig. 32).

Repeat 16 times.

31
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INDIAN CLUB EXERCISES.

13th EXERCISE.

C On the word " Swing," swing the clubs to >

~ . ) the left side over the head at the same timewtn% \ turning the body to the left and rising on
(the right toe. (Fig. 33-).

- On the word " Two," swing the clubs

over the head in front of the body to /
j, . the right side at the same time turning /

the body to the right and raising the /

left heel—arms to be bent while the
;

-clubs are over the head. (Fig. 34). )

Repeat 16 times.

14th EXERCISE- —lst Part.

C On the word " Ready," turn the body to

„ , 1 the left, and rise on the right toe, at theM y ysame time raise the clubs as high as the

(.shoulders and remain steady. (Fig. 35).

C On the word " One," let the clubs swing

j
downwards in front of body, at the same

One< time turn the body to the right, and rise on

j
the left heel till the clubs are in line with

l^the shoulder. (Fig. 36).

Twol

On the word "Two," make a forward

twist with the left hand, on the completion

of which, swing the clubs downwards in

front of body to left side as high as shoulder,

turning the body as before, then forward

twist with right hand. (Fig. 37).

X Repeat 16 times.

2nd Part.

KxactJ) same movements as 1st Party only

make forward twist with both clubs.
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INDIAN CLUB EXERCISES.
15th EXERCISE-

Ready
( On the word " Ready," raise both clubs

< above the head, arms rigid and perpendicular

( with the shoulder-

( On the word

head well back (Fig. 38).

Swing," swing the clubs

^ . ) outwards and downwards by the right sidewm% \ making a circle till the ready position is

(reached (Fig. 39).

Repeat 8 times showing a slight pause at

the ready position between the swings.,

f On the word "Reverse," swing f /
Reverse < the clubs in the same manner from / /

(.left to right. / /

Repeat 8 times. : i

On the word "Change," from \ ^
the ready position, circle in front of \ \
the body, right arm by the right, left \ \
arm by the left, both crossing each *X^
other in front of the body till the

ready position is again reached.

(Fig. 40).

Repeat 8 bme& ..'

- On the word " Reverse," from / /*

the ready position at once cross the / /
arms and make a circle in front of / /

the body, the right arm circling byf •

the left, the left by the right (Fig.[ i

^4i).
\ \

Repeat 8 times, shewing a slight \

pause at the ready position

each time. ***».*

Reverse
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INDIAN CLUB EXERCISES. \

16th EXERCISE (3 Movements)

P * $ On the word " Ready," raise both clubs
ea y\ above head as before.

One*

On the word " One/' swing the clubs /

downwards by the left side (making f of a

circle) till the clubs are raised in line with^

the right shoulder, and at the same time

turn the body to the right (Fig. 42).

On the word "Two," make a reverse

1 twist with both clubs, then swing clubs over
'"

' the head, bending the arms, and letting the

clubs go well down back (Fig. 43).

On the word " Three," raise the clubs ,

from behind the back till above the head, ^
ThreeA make a forward twist, then swing the clubs,' .

downwards by the right side, reverse twistj
v
-

^and raise the clubs over head (Fig. 44). V.

Repeat 8 or 16 times.

\ \

>'
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INDIAN CLUB EXERCISES.

17th EXEBCISE (2 Movements)

C On the word " Ready," turn the body to

ReadyX the left and raise the clubs over the head
((see Fig. 44).

( On the word " One," swing the clubs

downwards in front of body, at the same
time turn the body to the right, and continue

^ the swing till clubs are over the head.

Oue
) to

Two
( On the word " Two," turn the body to

I the left.

Repeat 8 times, and on the completion
of the 8th swing, remain steady with the

clubs over the head—body turned to

the right (Fig. 42).

C On the word " Change," make a forward

Change I twist with both clubs, and remain in position

( of Fig. 46.

f On the word "One," swing the clubs fj

J

downwards in front of body, turning the / /

Qne-\ body at the same time to the left, continue;/
the swing till the clubs are over the head J

(Fig. 44). %

Two

I:

f On the word "Two," turn, the body to

I the right. (Fig. 47).

Repeat 8 times.
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INDIAN CLUB EXERCISES.

18th EXEECISE-C4 Movements)

r On the word " Ready,"

Heady I the right and raise the

( head, (see Fig. 46).

turn the body to

clubs above the

On the word " One," bend the right arm
and make a forward twist and straighten the

arm, at the same time make a reverse circle

One\ with the left arm, which must be kept
straight if the movement is done correctly,

the pupil would finish in position of Fig,

.46.

f On the word " Two," swing the clubs in

Two I front of body to the left side till above the

[ head. (Fig. 49). 49

Three

(On the word " Three," bend the left arm
and make a forward twist, and at the same
make a reverse circle with right arm, which,

should be kept straight. (Fig. 50). S*

l?our I

On the word "Four," swing the

clubs in front of body to the right side,

till above the head, (see Fig. 46). ;

Repeat 8 times.
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Til

FREE GYMNASTIC EXERCISES.

The movements in the free exercises are

performed without any apparatus, and may be

executed by many pupils together. An orderly and

exact execution of the exercises by many pupils

at once is made possible by this being done, as in

military exercises, at word of command. The follow-

ing exercises have been arranged and adapted either

for boys or girls so that all parts of the body should

be equally exercised. The addition of music has been

found not only to make the exercises more amusing

and entertaining, but to have the effect of cultivating

the ear by the recognition of time and tune. Before

beginning each exercise a chord should be sounded

on the piano, in order to secure the attention of the

pupils.

The Pupils will fall in in two ranks at close order,

and at " Stand at Ease," and be numbered from right

to left.

, ( On the word " Attention," the pupils
bquad 1

win gpring up tQ the p0Siti011 Qf
Attention

| Attention>
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FREE GYMNASTIC EXERCISES.

Open Out—
March

Two

Opening Banks—by Numbers.

Caution.—Opening Ranks by Numbers.

On the word " March," the front

rank will take three paces to the front,

stepping off with the left feet—the first

pace to be a short one, and with a

distinct beat—and as they complete the

third pace, bring the right heel up to

the left, placing the right foot on the

^ground with a beat.

On the word " Two," the whole will

turn to the right.

On the word " Three," the whole of

the even numbers will take a pace to

the right with the right foot, and bring

Three \ up the ltft foot with a beat; the odd
numbers at the same time will take a
pace to the left with the left foot, and
bring up the right foot with a beat.

Re-forming Ranks—by Numbers.

Caution.—Re-form Ranks by Numbers.

On the word " Ranks," the whole of
the even numbers will take a pace to

the left with the left foot and bring up
the right foot with a beat; the odd
numbers will at the same time take a
pace to the right with the right foot and

^bring up the left with a beat.

5 On the word " Two," the whole will

(turn to the left.

On the word " Three," the rear rank

will take three paces to the front

stepping off with the left feet—the first

pace to be a short one and with a

distinct beat—and as they complete the

third pace bring the right heel up to the

left, placing the right foot on the ground
with a beat.

Re-form—
Ranks

Two

Three
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FREE GYMNASTIC EXERCISES.

ne\ :

the arms
with the

1st EXERCISE.
On the word "One," extend

One
-J

straight out sideways in line

( shoulder—hands open (Fig i).

? On the word "Two," bend the arms

—

2wo ) keePm§ tne elbows level with the shoulder,

\ and place the tips of the fingures on the

V shoulder.

Repeat 8 times.

Repeat the above movements alternately

with right and left arm.

2nd EXERCISE.

Ready
On the word " Ready," raise both arms

above the head (Fig. 2).

On the word "Swing," swing the arms
from front to rear three times, on the fourth

Swing \ time strike the hands together in front of

body, arms to be kept straight—repeat 8
times.

i On the word "Swing," same as above,

Swing} but strike the hands behind the body—
(repeat 4 times.

Show a slight pause after each swing, and
on the 7th swing bring hands by the

side, and give a beat with the right foot.

3rd EXERCISE.
( On the word " Bend." raise the arms in

\ front of body in line with the shoulder, (Fig.

1 3), then force the elbows well past the

(.body, (Fig. 4).

C On the word " Out," extend the arms

\ outward from the side of the body, (Fig. 3).

T j On the word " In," draw the arms in to
xn

\ the side (Fig. 4).

C On the word "Up," extend the arms

Up } above the head, hands open, palms to the

(front, fingers together (Fig. 2).

D I On the word " Down," bring the hands

\ into the shoulders.

On the word " Steady," resume position

Arms
Bend

Out-

Steady
j of attention.
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FREE GYMNASTIC EXERCISES.

Two

4th EXERCISE.

( On the word " One," raise the right hand
One •? upwards to the shoulder, elbow close to the

( side, palm of the hand turned inward (Fig. 5).

£ On the word " Two," drop the right hand
by the side, and raise the left hand to the

shoulder,—as the right hand is rising the

( left hand must be falling.

Repeat 8 times.

C On the word " Change," repeat the above
Change 3 movements, — this time the arm to be

( straight above the head (Fig-. 6).

Repeat 8 times.

5th EXERCISE.

C On the word "Ready," place the hands
Ready I on the waist, fingers in front, thumbs behind

( waist (Fig. 7).

Bendi ^n tlie word " Ben(V bend the head

( slowly backwards and show a pause (Fig. 8.)

( On the word "Two," bend the head

\ slowly forward (Fig. 9).

Repeat 8 times.

C On the word " Change," turn the head to

Change 1 the right, then to the front 8 times, showing
(a pause each time (Fig. 10).

L On the word " Change," bend the head

) backwards and forwards 8 times without
Change

j any pause between the movements, and then
' from right to left without a pause.

fr~*.
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FREE GYMNASTIC EXERCISES.

6th EXERCISE.

Read \ On the word " Ready," place the hands
y \ on the waist as before.

On /he ( On the word " Raise," rise on the toes,

toes—J keeping the heels together, the head well

raise (back, and the body erect (Fig. n).

Sink [ ^n tne wor<* " Sink," place the heels on

\ the ground.

Repeat 8 times.

i On the word " Change," rise on the toes

Change land at the same time extend the arms

( straight above the head, hands open (Fig. 12).

C On the word " Two," place the heels on
Two 1 the ground, and the fingers on the

(shoulders.

7th EXERCISE.
C On the word "Ready," carry the left

Ready 1 foot 12 or 14 inches to the left, and place

( the hands on the waist as before (Fig. Z3).

BaekS ®n ^e wor(* " Ben<V' keeping the knees

Bend °lmte stû > bend the body backwards as far

( as possible (Fig. 14).

Up—j On the word "Straight," bring the body
Straight \ slowly upright.

On the word "Bend," throw the chest

head well back, the knees quite

and slowly bend forward (Fig. 15),

Fro?it-

Bend

C On th<

< well out,
' stiff, and

As before.
up-\

Straight <

Rights On the word " Bend," bend the body to

Bend\ the right (Fig. 16).

s&a{ Asbefore-

Left-\ On the word " Bend," bend the body to

Bend \ the left.

up-i
Straight \

As before.

Repeat 16 times.

IS,
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FREE GYMNASTIC EXERCISES.

8th EXERCISE.

C On the word " Ready," place the hands
Ready 1 on the waist as before, at the same time

(rising on the toes.

{On the word " Bend," keeping the body
erect, sink down on the heels by forcing the

knees outwards till almost sitting on the heels

—body to be kept perfectly upright (Fig. 17).

Stretch
On the word " Stretch," slowly straighten

the knees again.

Repeat 16 times.

9th EXEECISE.

n f On the word " One," draw the right knee°ne |up (Fig. 18).

f On the word "Two," stretch the right

Two J foot out in front—leg straight and toe

(pointed (Fig. 19).

Three

Four

( On the word " Three," place the foot on

\ the ground (Fig. 20),

{ On the word "Four," draw back the right

Ifootto the left (Fig. 21).

Repeat 4 times with each leg.

n,

is.

9

20.
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FREE GYMNASTIC EXERCISES.

10th EXERCISE.
Hands f
above | On the word " Forward/' extend the arms
heady J above the head, palms of the hands to the

right
] front, at the same time carry the right foot

feet—
|
12 or 14 inches to the right front (Fig. 22).

forward [^

°Uel— S 0n the word " Raise>" rise on the toes 4
y times, keeping the arms above the head.

!On the word "Bend," bend the body
to the right, keeping the legs perfectly

straight, shoulders to be kept square to the

front (Fig. 23).

St Tt\ Resume ^rst position.

Left—-A On the word "Bend," act as on "right

Bend \ bend," but to the left.

Up
Straight

As before.

On the word "Bend," bend the body
Profit— \

Bend \
*°rwarc* twice tJ^ tne fingers almost touch the

( toes (Fig. 24).

At the end of the music bring the heels

together and the hands by the sides.

Repeat the above practice with the left foot forward.

One*

Two

11th EXERCISE.

On the word " One," carry the right foot

12 or 14 inches to the right front, and at the

same time extend the right arm in front of

body, the left hand to touch right shoulder

(Fig. 25).

On the word "Two," bring back the right

foot to the left, and at the same time carry

the left foot to the left front, extend the left

^arm and bring the right hand to shoulder.
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FREE GYMNASTIC EXERCISES.

12ta EXERCISE—1st Movement.

f On the word "Ready," or on a chord

J

being sounded on the piano, raise the hands
Ready\ to the full extent above the head, palm of

I the hands to the front, thumb and fingers

(^together (Fig. 26).

On the word " Swing," or on hearing the

first note of the music, swing the arms
round from front to rear 8 times, each time

Swing\ striking the, palms of the hands together

above the head, and on the completion

of the 8th swing place the tips of the fingers

^on the shoulders (Fig. 27).

2nd Movement.

On the word " One," take a full step to

the right front till the left leg is perfectly

straight, throwing the right hand, palm
One{ upwards, to the full extent, in line with

the forehead, at same time drop the left

hand till it is in line with the waist—palm
^upwards (Fig. 28).

( On the word "Two," draw back the

Two j right foot to the left, and place the fingers

( on the shoulders (Fig. 2 7).

Repeat 8 times.

3rd Movement.

Repeat the 2nd movement to the left 8 times

(Fig. 29).

v

27.
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FREE GYMNASTIC EXERCISES.

12th EXERCISE (Continued)—4th Movement

One

On the word "One," force the arms
straight above the head 6 times, rising on
the toes each time, and on the 6th time

( remain on the toes (Fig. 30).

C On the word " Two," bend the knees by
Two< forcing them apart until almost sitting on the

I heels—keeping the body upright (Fig. 31).

!On the word " Three," spring sharply up
and drop with the feet 18 or 20 inches

apart, knees straight, and the arms straight

above the head (Fig. 32).

C On the word " Four," swing the arms well

I
between the legs, bending the knees and

FourJ. rounding the back to do so, and then

straight above the head, bringing the heels

[ together and hands by the side (Fig. 33).

N.B.—There should be no pause between
these movements.

Three

32.

33.
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DUMB BELL EXERCISES.

Exercise with Dumb Bells is real and effective.

It admits of being exactly proportioned to the in-

dividual strength of each learner. It can be adjusted

to the advancing capacity of the learner, the weight

of the bell being increased with the strength of the

pupil. The exercises give fair employment to all

parts of the body, and to both sides equally. They
are capable of being executed not only by an entire

squad at one time, and by the same word of com-
mand, but also by many squads, or by the entire

number of pupils who may at one time be present.

The positions and movements are of the first rank,

and are directly and powerfully conducive to erect-

ness of carriage and freedom of limb.

The position of the teacher should be opposite

the centre facing the pupils. Better time will be kept

and the spirit of the practice will be better sustained

by the teacher executing each movement while giving

the word of command.

Dumb Bells may be made either of wood or iron.

For children, we recommend wooden bells. The
weight for boys, ij lbs. ; youths, 2\ lbs. ; and adults,

4 lbs.

The Pupils will fall in in two ranks at close order,

and be numbered from right to left.

Opening Banks.

Open C On the word "March," the front rank will

out ? take three paces to the front, stepping off

March { with the left feet with a beat.

( On the word " Two," the odd numbers
Two < will take one pace to the front, the even

(numbers one pace to the rear.

Half- f
right- \ As before.

turn \
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DUMB BELL EXERCISES.

1st EXERCISE-^osition of Pupil Attention.

One)
On the word " One," bend the arms from

the elbows, and raise the bells till below the

arm pit (Fig. i), then downwards.

f On the word " Two,"' bend the arms from
Two < the elbows and place the bells to the

(.shoulders (Fig. 2).

These movements to be repeated 16 times.

2nd EXERCISE,

{On the word " One," raise both arms in

front of body till in line with the shoulder,

then bend the arms from the elbows and
place the bells on the snoulders (Fig. 2).

( On the word " Two," extend the arms in

Two I front of the body and down by the sides

I (Kg. 3)-

Repeat 16 times.

3rd EXERCISE.

* ( On the word " One," repeat as in One"

Two

of previous exercise.

On the word " Two," extend the arms*

outwards and downwards by the sides of

the body (Fig. 4) and continue the motion
by carrying the arms upwards in front of the

^body till position of Fig. 2 is reached.
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DUMB BELL EXERCISES.

4th EXERCISE.

Readv i ^n the word "Ready," give a beat with
*

\ the right foot and remain steady.

One

Two

Change-

f On the word " One," turn the bells out-

( wards, finger nails to the front (Fig. 5).

( On the word "Two," turn the bells in-

\ wards, back of hands to the front (Fig. 6).

Repeat 16 times.

On the word "Change," raise the arms
from the elbows in front of body (Fig. 7),

and strike the bells together—turn the bells

outwards and inwards 16 times as before,

and strike the bells together on the sixteenth

time.

Change •

On the word " Change," extend the arms
outwards from the sides of body in line with

the shoulder (Fig. 3), turn the bells out-

wards and inwards as before 16 times—and
strike the bells together above the head on
the sixteenth time.

Change
5

Change

On the word " Change," extend the arms
straight above the head—heads to be forced

well back—repeat above movement 16
times, and, on the sixteenth time, strike the

bells together above the head (Fig. 9).

On the word " Change," extend the arms
outwards in front of the body till level with

the shoulders, and repeat above movement
16 times—and, on the sixteenth time, strike

the bells in front of the body, and give a
beat with the right foot, at the same time

^bringing the bells down by the side (Fig. 10).
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DUMB BELL EXERCISES.

5th EXEE€ISE-lst Part

{On the word " One," raise the right am.
in front of the body, in line with the

shoulder, (Fig. it), then bend the arm and
bring the bell to the shoulder (Fig. 12).

j, ( On the word " Two," extend the arm
\ in front of the body (Fig. 1 17.

C
On the word " Three," keeping the arm

I straight, turn the head and body to the

Three\ right, till you look over the right snoulder

—

care must be taken not to move the feet

On the word " Four," keeping the arm
straight, turn the arm and body round till

Four\ position of Fig. n is reached, then bend the

arm and bring the bell to the shoulder

I (Fig- 1

4

Repeat 7 times, and to finish the exercise

extend the arm in front of the body
twice, before bringing the bell by the

side.

•znd /^/—Repeat above movements with the left arm.

yd Pari—Repeat, above movements with both arms.

6th EXERCISE.

( On the word " One," raise the arms in

front of body as high as the shoulder, back
of the hands towards each other, and strike

the bells together.

On the word " Two," swing the arms
Two-l downwards and behind the back, and strike

^the bells togetner.

Repeat 16 timer,

One

I
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DUMB BELL EXERCISES.

7th EXERCISE.

f On the word " One," raise the right arm
Onel in front of the body as high as the shoulder

I (Kg- 14).

f On the word "Two," keeping the arm
Two\ straight describe a circle from front to rear

I (Fig. 15).

Three -f ^n *e wor(* "Three>" draw tne arm m
\ towards the body, and stretch it out again.

Repeat 8 times, on the 8 time bring the

arm by the side.

Repeat same movements with the left arm.

8th EXERCISE.

( On the word "One," strike the bells in

One \ k°nt °^ t^ie body, and raise the arms out-

( wards till in line with the shoulders (Fig. 16.

Two -f
^n ^e wor(* " Tw0>" ^raw tne Deu<s m to

\ the shoulders, and extend the arm out again.

!On the word " Three," swing the arms
downwards, strike the bells behind the body, \

and then raise the arms outwards till in line *.

with the shoulders (Fig. 1 7).

{On the word " Four," bring the bells in to

the shoulders, and then drop the hands by
the side.

Repeat 16 times.

9th EXERCISE.

( On the word " One," raise both arms in
j

front of body as high as the shoulder—draw ^
the arms well past the body, bells to the

KvOne

C chest, and extend them out again,

( On the word "Two," shoot the arms

Two < outwards from the sides of the body in line

I with the shoulder, and draw them in again.

Repeat 16 times,

X

17
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DUMB BELL EXERCISES.

10th EXERCISE.

b j, $ On the word " Ready," give a beat with
J tthe right foot and remain steady.

C On the word " One," raise the right arm
One I outwards in front of the body and upwards

(^ above the head (Fig. 18).

I si

On the word " Two," raise the left arm
Two{ in same manner, keeping the right arm

steady above the head.

Three i
^n l^e worc* " ^nree " ^en(^ tne r*&nt arm

( and bring bell on shoulder (Fig. 19).

Four

Five

On the word " Four," bend the left arm
and bring bell on shoulder.

On the word " Five," strike the bells to-

gether in front of chest (Fig. 20).

q. ( On the word " Six," extend the right arm
\ in front of body in line with the shoulder.

( On the word " Seven," extend the left arm
Seven < in front of body in line with the shoulder

((Fig. 21).

Ekht {
^n ^e wor<* " Eight," ^r^nS both ^e^s ^y

* \ the side.

Repeat 5 times.

©
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DUMB BELL EXERCISES.

Uth EXERCISE.

Readv i
®a the worc* " ReaoV>" giye a ^eat v/ 1̂

y tthe right foot and remain steady.

C On the word " One," bend the body
OneX downwards from the waist—keeping the

(knees straight (Fig. 22).

\
On the word " Two," raise the body and

bring the bells into the shoulder—while in

Two ^ this position, throw the head well back and

fpress the chest well to the front (Fig. 23).

f On the word " Three," extend both arms
Three-l straight above the head, still keeping the

(head well back and chest forward (Fig. 24).

Fouri ^n tne word " Four>" ben(* arms t0

( position of Fig. 23.

Repeat 8 times, and, on the eighth time,

bring the bells from position 24 out-

wards and downwards to the position

of attention, giving, at the same time a

beat with the right foot.
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DUMB BELL EXERCISES.

12th EXEECISE.

Ready

One

On the word " Ready," give a beat with
the right foot and remain steady—at the /

i same time placing the bells on the shoulders

'

(Fig. 2S). /

On the word " One," keeping the head*
well back and chest out, extend the arms
outwards from the shoulders (Fig. 26), back

Vof the hands downwards.
I

Two i
^n tlle word " Two>" DrmS &e bells to

( the shoulders.

Repeat 8 times.

13th EXEECISE.

{On the word " One," from position of Fig.

25, raise the elbows in front of body so that

the end of the bells will

shoulders (Fig. 27).

be behind the

C On the word "Two," draw the elbows

TwoX well past the chest and bring the bells in

(^ front of chest (Fig. 28).
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DUMB BELL EXERCISES.

14th EXERCISE.
£ On the word " One," from position of Fig.

~ 1 2S take a full pace to the right front, and
11

\ extend the right arm in line with the

\ shoulder (Fig. 29).

{ On the word " Two," draw back the right

Two J arm, till the elbow is well past the chest, and

( at the same time extend the left arm.

Repeat 8 times, and on the 8th time draw
back the right foot to the left, resuming
the position as in fig. 28.

Repeat same movements, with left foot

forward, 8 times.

\;

15th EXERCISE,

On the word " One," from position of Fig.

q #28 take a full pace to the right front, and
\ extend both arms in line with the shoulder

((Fig. 30).

f On the word " Two," bend the arms and
Two < draw the elbows well past the body, bells in

(.front of chest (Fig. 31).

!On the word " Three," force the arms
above the head (Fig. 32) and bring them in

again to the shoulders.

C On the word "Four," extend the arms

Four i outwards from sides of the body (Fig. 33),

(.and bring them in again to the shoulders.

Repeat till end of music, and as the music

ends, draw back the right foot to the

left, show a slight pause, and repeat

same movement with left foot forward.
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DUMB BELL EXERCISES.

FourU

16th EXERCISE.
{ On the word " One," from position of Fig.

fy
\ 28 take a full pace to the right front, andm
\ after a distinct pause, extend both arms in

\ front of body, (Fig. 30).

( On the word "Two," force the arms

TwoX outwards to the right and left sides of the

^ body in line with the shoulders (Fig. 34).

On 'the word "Three," bring the bells by
the side (Fig. 35).

On the word " Four," return to position

(Fig. 31).

Repeat till end of music ; at end of music,

draw back the right foot to the left, and
repeat with left foot forward.

*17th EXEECISE.

Readv \
^n ^e won* " Rea<ty>" g*ve a beat with

* \ the right foot, and remain steady.

On the word " One," take a full pace to

the right front, at the same time raise the

One \ arms upwards till above the head, and strike

j
the bells together, heads to be kept well

tback (Fig. 36).

!On the word " Two," throw the arms out-

wards and downwards in a circular motion
by the sides, at the same time draw back the

right fobt to the left.

Repeat 16 times with alternate feet.

*Fo? Music to thia Exercise bee page 73.

r,
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DUMB BELL EXERCISES.

18th EXERCISE.

On the word " One," take a full pace to

the right front with the right foot, at the

~ . same time raise the right arm in front -$

of the body, (bell to be in line with the

forehead), and carry the left arm behind the

body, (Fig. 37).

f On the word " Two," swing the right arm

I

downwards past the body, at the same time
Two \ swing the left arm to the front of the body

I

as high as the forehead, and raise the left

[ heel from the ground (Fig. 38).

Repeat 8 times—on the 8th time draw
back the right foot to the left and
bring the bells by the side.

Repeat same movemenjts with the left foot

forward, raising the right heel from the

ground.

19th EXERCISE.

r

Ready <

On the word " Ready," carry the right

foot 12 to 14 inches to the right, turn the

body to the right, raise the arms above

the head, and rise on the left toe (Fig.

L39).

C On the word "One," swing the arms

j downwards in front of the body, (keeping

0?ie<{ the arms straight), turn the body to the left

j
—strike the bells together above the head.

l^and rise on the right toe (Fig. 40).

( On the. word "Two," swing the arms
downwards in front of the body, (keeping
the arms straight), turn the body to the

right, strike the bells together above the

head, and rise on the left toe. Swing

14 times, and, on the 14th time, remain

steady with the bells together above the

head, till the last note of the music ; at

the last note draw back the right foot to

ijlic left and bring the bells by the side.

Two-{
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DUMB BELL EXERCISES.

Rea

20th EXERCISE.

!On the word " Ready," take a full pace

of 1 8 or 20 inches to the right front, and, at

the same time, place the bells on the

shoulder (Fig. 41).

( On the word "One,* extend the arms

One X above the head-*-keeping the head well

( back, and chest forward (Fig, 42).

( On the word "Two," keeping the arms

I
straight, bend the body from the waist and

Two\ let the arms swing well behind the body
I (Fig,.43), and, without showing a pause, raise

l^the body and assume position of Fig. 42.

( On the word " Three," bend the arms
ThruX and bring the bells to the shoulder (Fig. 41),

(^then upwards above the head (Fig. 42).

Repeat 8 times, and, on the eighth time,

draw back the right foot to the left

and bring the bells by the side.

21st EXEECISE.

p nJv 5 ^n tne wor(* " Rea(ty>" carry the right
xeaay

^foot l8 or 20 mches t0 the right

C On the word "One," bend the body
One\ downwards from the waist to the right

( (Fig- 44).

( On the word " Two," keeping the arms
TwoX straight, raise the body and strike the bells

(^ together above the head (Fig. 45).

lh t On the word "Three," bend the body
J.nree

|(jownwttida from the waist to the left (Fig. 46).

( On the word " Four," raise the body and
FourX strike the bells together above the head

(.(Fig- 45)-

Repeat .16 times.
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HOOP DRILL.
/

The following exercises are remarkable for their

simplicity, and on that account are specially suitable

for infants. They are included in the manual not so

much on account of their intrinsic value, as that they

afford an agreeable diversion, by which the attention

and interest of the children is maintained.

The Hoops used should be about 25 inches in

diameter.

The pupils will fall in in two ranks, at close

order, and at " Stand at Ease," with the Hoop in the

right hand.

OPENING BANES.

Attention. As usual.

Number. As usual.

Open ( On the word "March," the front rank
out— < will take three paces to the front, stepping

March \ off with the left feet with a distinct beat.

( On the word "Two," the odd numbers
Two I will take one pace to the front, the even

( numbers one pace to the rear.
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HOOP DRILL.

Ready<

One\

Two\

Three

Four

1st EXERCISE.

On the word "Ready," bring the hoop
with the right hand in front of the body,
and seize it with the left hand (Fig. i).

On the word "One," bend the body
downwards from the waist—keeping the

knees straight (Fig. 2).

On the word " Two," raise the body and
place the hoop over the head (Fig. 3).

On the word " Three," extend both arms
straight above the head—keeping the head
well back and chest forward (Fig. 4).

On the word " Four," bend the arms to
position of Fig. 3.

Repeat 8 times, and, on the 8th time,

bring the hoop with the right hand from
position of Fig. 4 down by the side.

2nd EXERCISE.

Ready. As before.

One. As in " One " of above exercise (Fig 2).

j
On the word "Two," keeping the arms

Two I straight, raise the body upright and place

( the hoop above the head (Fig. 4).

On the word " Three," keeping the arms

straight, swing the arms outwards and down-

Three{ wards by the sides—back of the hands

turned towards the body, hoop to be in left

hand (Fig. 5).

( On the word " Four," raise both arms
Four I outwards from the sides of the body, and

( upwards till above the head (Fig. 4.).

Repeat 8 times, and, at the end of the

music, give a beat with the right foot.

This exercise to be repeated, but the hoop
to be carried to the right side, also

alternately to the right and left*
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HOOP DRILL

Four

3rd EZEECISE—1st Movement.

Ready. As before.

One. As before (Fig. 2).

C On the word " Two," raise the hoop to

Two < the chest, elbows to be kept close to the

( sides (Fig. 6).

!On the word "Three," extend the left

arm outwards from the side of the body,

hoop in hand) at the same time drop the

right arm by the right side (Fig. 7).

On the word " Four," bend the arm from
the elbow and bring the hoop in front of the

chest, at the same time seize the hoop with

the right hand (Fig. 6).

Repeat 4 times.

2nd Movement

One. As before (Fig. 1).

Two. As before (Fig. 6).

On the word " Three," extend the right

arm outwards from the side of the body,

hoop in hand) at the same time drop the left

^arm by the side (Fig. 8).

On the word " Four," bend the arm from
the elbow and bring the hoop in front of the

chest, at the same time seize the hoop with

the left hand (Fig. 6).

Repeat 4 times.

Repeat above movements alternately

with right and left hand 8 times, at the

end of the music bring the hoop to the

right side*

!

!
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HOOP DRILL.

Three

4th EXERCISE,

Ready. As before.

( On the word " One," take a pace of 18 or

n S 20 inches to the right front, and, at the
f

j same time, raise the hoop to the chest

—

( elbows to be kept close to the sides (Fig. 9).

I On the word "Two," extend the arms
lwo

\ outwards in front of body (Fig. 10).

( On the word "Three," raise both arms

\ above the head (Fig. 11).

( On the word " Four," from position of

Four < Fig. 1 1 bring the hoop, with the arms straight,

( down in front of the body (Fig. 1 2).

~ ( On the word " Five," bend the arms and
1 e

\ bring the hoop in to the chest (Fig. 9).

Repeat 4 times—on the fourth time bring

the hoop from above the head to the

front of the body and draw the right

foot back to the left.

Repeat the above movement with the left

foot forward.

5th EXERCISE.

Ready. As before.

( On the word " One,1' take a pace of 18 or

Onei 20 inches to the right front, and, at the same
( time, raise the hoop above the head (Fig. 13).

£ On the word " Two," draw back the right
1 foot to the left, and, at the same time, bring

1

the hoop, with the arms straight down in

front of the body.

On the word " Three," take a pace of 18

or 20 inches to the left front, and, at the

same time, raise the hoop above the head

I (Fig. 13).

( On the word " Four," draw back the left

Four < foot to the right, and bring the hoop, with

(the arms straight, down in front of the body.

Repeat 8 times—on the 8th time bring

the right foot back to the left and the

hoop by the right side. .

Two

Three
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HOOP DRILL.

6th EXERCISE.

Ready. As before.

One. As before (Fig. 2).

( On the word " Two," raise the body up-
Two I right and bring the hoop to the chest, elbows

( close to the side (Fig. 6).

{ On the word " Three," extend the arms
Three I outwards in front of the body and draw them

( in again (Fig. 15).

C On the word " Four," turn a quarter of a
Four X circle to the right on the right heel and left

(toe (Fig. 16).

Fivei
0n the word " Five>" brinS tne left neeI

( up to the right.

C On the word "Six," extend the arms
Six < outwards in front of body and draw them in

(again (Fig. 15).

Repeat 4 times.

7th EXERCISE.

Ready

( On the word "Ready," carry the right

Jnoot 18 or 20 inches to the right, rise on
\ the left toe, and at the same time raise the

(hoop above the head (Fig. 17).

( On the word " One," swing the hoop
One -J downwards in front of the body to the left

( side and rise on the right toe (Fig. 18).

( On the word "" Two," bend the arms and
Two I place the hoop over tht ktad, and extend

^the arms again (Fig. 19).

( On the word " Three," swing the hoop
Three } downwards in front of the body to the right

f side, and rise on the left toe.

T On the word " Four," bend the arms and
Tour < place the hoop over the head, and extend the

(arms again.

Repeat 8 times.
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BAR BELL EXERCISES,

The Bar Bell or Two Handed Dumb Bell is a
stick with a ball or knob at each end, made of ash,

about five feet long, and an inch in diameter. The
following exercises have been arranged so that every
muscle of the body will be brought into play. Some
of the exercises will be found of considerable value in

developing the chest and abdominal muscles. In
addition, the positions assumed are more striking and
graceful than in the Dumb Bell Exercises, and, when
done by a large number of pupils at once, prove most
effective. If space permits, the pupil should be taught

to march with the bell behind the shoulder (Fig. a)
;

special care being taken that the head is kept well

back. A walking stick or broom-handle, if of the

requisite length, may be efficiently used as a substitute

for the bell.

The pupils will fall in in two ranks, at close

order, standing at ease, bell in right hand, and by the

right side (Fig. b), |$

OPENING BANKS.

Attention,

Number,

As usual.

As usual.

!On the word "March," the front

rank will take three paces to the front,

stepping off with the left feet with a
distinct beat.

Two
(

0n
j numb
) right,

On the word "Two," the odd
numbers will take one pace to the

and the even numbers one pace

{ to the left.

Half-left—Turn. As before.
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BAR BELL EXERCISES.

1st EXERCISE.

On the word " Ready " (or on a
chord being sounded on the piano),

give a beat on the floor with the bell,

and place the left hand on the bell,

Ready \ palm of the hand to the front (Fig i).

Keeping the right arm steady, raise the

bell with the left hand upwards, then

downwards, in front of the body, to

the position of Fig. 2.

f On the word " One/' bend the arms
One^ from the elbows and raise the bell to

(^the shoulders (Fig. 3).

Two {
0n the word " Tw0>" lower tne bel1

\ to the ready position.

Repeat 8 times.

rh J On the word "Change," raise the
^nanZe \ bell to the shoulder as in " One."

L On the word "Two," raise the bell

Two I above the head—chest to be pressed

( forward and head well back (Fig. 4).

( On the word "Three," bend the

Three I arms and bring the bell to the shoulder

I (Fig^ 3).

F J On the word " Four," bring the bell
0Ur

\ to the read/ position.

Repeat 8 times.
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BAR BELL EXERCISES.

Ready.

2nd EXERCISE.

As before.

r On the word u One," raise the bell

~ \ over the head—bell to be in line with >-*>ne
") the shoulder, palms of the handsturned
(.upwards (Fig. 5).

( On the word " Two," return the bell

Two I over the head to the shoulder—back of

( the hands turned upwards (Fig. 6).

Repeat 16 times, and bring the bell to

the ready position.

( On the word "Change," from the

Change < ready position raise the bell above the &
(head (Fig. 7).

I
( On the word "Two," keeping the" 3-&^—<*

Two< arms straight, place the bell behind the

(.body (Fig. 8).

C On the word "Three," keeping the

Three < arms straight, return the bell above
(the head (Fig. 7).

\ On the word " Four," bring the bell

J to the ready position.

Repeat 16 times, and on the 16th time

place the bell to the left side (Fig.

9).

On the word "Change," from position

of Fig. 9, carry the bell upwards above
Mange

^ the head^ and downwards to the right

side (Fig. 10).

Repeat 16 times.

-yp—<j

Four
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BAR BELL EXERCISES.

Ready.

Cnel

Two I

Three I

Fouri

Heady.

One

Two

Three

Four

Five,

Six.

Seven

Eight

3rd EXERCISE.
As before.

On the word " One," bend the body
downwards from the waist, keeping the

knees straight, and place the bell

horizontally over the toes (Fig. n).
On the word " Two," raise the body

upwards, and place the bell in front of
the chest (Fig. 12).

On the word " Three," raise the bell

above the head till the arms are

straight—the head to be kept well

back (Fig. 13).

On the word " Four," bend the arms
and bring the bell to the chest (Fig. 12).

Repeat 8 times.

4th EXERCISE.

As before.

f On the word "One," keeping the

< arms straight, raise the bell above the

(head (Fig. 14).

( On the word " Two," bring the bell

\ to the ready position.

/ On the word " Three," raise the bell

J
with the left hand to the right side of

\ the body—the bell to be perpendicular

I (Fig- 15).

( On the word " Four," bring the bell

t with the left hand to the ready position.

Same as " One."
Same as " Two."
{On the word " Seven," raise the bell

with the right hand to the left side of

the body (Fig. 16).

( On the word " Eight," bring the bell

\ with the right hand to theready position.

Repeat 8 times*
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BAR BELL EXERCISES.

6th EXERCISE.

Ready. As before.

!On the word " One," raise the bell

upwards in front of the body till the

arms are in line with the shoulders

(Fig 17).

( On the word " Two," draw the arms
Two J. well past trie body, and bring the bell

( to the chest (Fig. 18).

Three {
0n the word " Tnree>" f°rce the

[ arms out in front of the body (Fig. 17).

fOn the word "Four," keeping the arms
Four < straight, bring the bell to the ready

(position.

Repeat 16 times.

Chanel 0n the WOrd " Chai3Se»"wange
^ movement of Fig> i;

repeat

Two
\

On the word "Two," extend the

hands outwards along the bell, at the

same time bringing the bell to the

(.chest (Fig. 19).

On the word " Three," keeping the

arms straight, bring the hands inwards
ThreeA along the bell till in line with the shoul-

I

ders, at the same time fo/cing tne bell

\jDut in front of the body (Fig. 17).

( On the word " Four," keeping the

Four i arms straight, brng the bell to the

( ready position.

Repeat 16 times.
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BAR BELL EXERCISES.

i>-*^

Three

Four-

6th EXERCISE.
Ready. As before.

( On the word " One," raise the
One / over the head till the arms are fully

( extended behind the body (Fig. 20).

On the word "Two," keeping the
Two{ arms straight, return the bell over the

head to the ready position (Fig. 2).

On the word "Three," keeping the

left hand steady, raise the bell over the

head with the right hand (Fig. 21), till

' position of Fig. 20 is reached.

( On the word " Four," keeping the

right hand steady, raise the bell over

the head with the left hand (Fig. 22),

^to the ready position.

Repeat 16 times, and show a pause

between each movement.
Repeat 8 times, but show no pause

between the movements.
This exercise may be done with the

lounge to the right and left.

7th EXERCISE.
C On the word "One," keeping the

One
-J

left hand steady, raise the bell with the

(right hand to the left side (Fig. 16).

j, \ On the word " Two," raise the bell

(above the head (Fig. 14).

!On the word "Three," bring the

bell to ready position, and raise it

again above the head (Fig. 14).

^ f On the word "Four," bring the. bell

^"t to the right side (Fig. 15).

I
On the word " Five," raise the bell

{ above the head (Fig. 14).

C On the word " Six," bring the bell to

Sixl ready position, and raise it again above

( the head (Fig. 14).

t On the word " Seven," bring the bell

(to the left side (Fig. 16).

Repeat 8 times, show a slight pause

between the movements, and give

a beat with the right foot at the end
of the music.

«3*=*0

Five

Seven

20
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BAR BELL EXERCISES.

One-

Two

8th EXERCISE.

( On the word " Ready," place the left Q
JReady •' hand on the waist, and the bell in the

! right hand (Fig. 25).

On the word " One," take a pace of

18 or 20 -inches to the right front, and,

at the same time, bend the body from
the waist rand place the bell in front of

the right foot (Fig. 26).

( On the word "Two," raise the bell

( to the chest (Fig. 27).

J
On the word " Three," raise the bell

Three I above the head, and, at the same time,

( straighten the right knee (Fig. 28).

J
On the word " Four," bend the arm

Four* and bring the bell to the chest, at the

( same time bend the right knee (Fig 26).

Repeat 8 times, and, on the eighth

time, draw back the right foot fto

the left, and place the bell in the

left hand.

Repeat same movements to the left

with the left hand.

P-epeat same movements to the right

• and left with both hands.

Oth EXERCISE.
Ready. As before.

\
On the word " One," take a pace of

18 or 20 inches to the right front, and,

at the same time, bend the body from
the waist, and place the bell in front of

^the right foot.

{ On the word " Two," raise the bell to

( the chest—keeping the right knee bent.

( On the word " Three," raise the bell

Thr )
over ^e ^eacl —keeping the arms

\ straight —till the arms are fully ex-

( tended behind the body (Fig. 29).

C On the word " Four," return the bell

(over the head to the chest.

Repeat 8 times, and. on the eighth

time, draw back the right foot to

the left.

Repeat same movements with the left

fool forward.

One

Two

Four
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BAR BELL EXERCISES.

10th EXERCISE.

( On the word "Ready," place the

Ready \ bell in front of the right shoulder (Fig.

n j On the word " One," extend the arm
{

to the front of the body (Fig. 32).

On the word " Two," draw the arm
in to the chest (Fig. 31).

f On the word "Three," extend the

Three \ arm out from the side of the body (Fig.

(33J.

Two

Fonr

On the word "Four, from position

of Fig. $3, bend the arm and pass the

bell into the left hand, and repeat the

^same movements (Fig. 34).

Repeat 16 times.

( On the word "Change," place the
Change ^ bell on the shoulder with the right

( hand (Fig. 35).

Onei °n the word " °"e'" ra*se the bel1

\ above the head (Fig. 36).

f On the word " Two," bring the bell

( to the shoulder again.

f On the word " Three," raise the bell

\ above' the head as before.

( On the word "Four," pass the bell

Four I over the head into the left hand, and
(repeat same movements (Fig. 37).

Repeat 16 times.

Two

35
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BAR BELL EXERCISES.

I*

11th EXERCISE.

Ready, As before.

On the word " One," take a full pace

j to the right front, and, at the same
\ time, raise the right hand above the

(head (Fig. 38).

( On the word " Two," draw back the

Two I right foot to the left, and bring the bell

( to ready position.

{On the word "Three," take a full

pace to the front and raise the bell

above the head (Fig. 39).

C On the word " Four," draw back the

FourX right foot to the left, and bring the bell

( to ready position.

Repeat 16 times.

Repeat' same movements with the left

foot forward.

12th EXERCISE.

Ready. As before.

r On the word " One," swing the bell

I
round to the right side, at the same

One-i time turn the head and body to the

]
right—care must be taken not to move

Ijhe feet (Fig. 40).

On the word " Two," swing the bell

T 1 to the left side, at the same time turn-

^ ing the head and body to the left

(Fig. 41).

Repeat 16 times.
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BAR BELL EXERCISES.

Ready

13th EXERCISE.

On the word " Ready/' carry the left

foot 10 or 12 inches to the left, and, at

the same time, turn the body to the left

and place the bell above the head
(Fig. 42).

42

f On the word " Swing," keeping the

I

arms straight, swing the bell downwards
Swings in front of the body—turn the body to

the right and raise the bell above the

thead (Fig. 43).

Repeat 16 times, and show a slight

pause between the movements.

(* On the word " Change," swing the

I
bell from the left to the right side, and

Change^ place the bell behind the head at the

right side (Fig. 44), and above the head
l^igain.

C On the word "Swing," swing the

*j place the bell behind and above the

l^head (Fig. 45).

Repeat 16 times.

43

44

45
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USEFUL BOOKS FOR TEACHERS.
Cruden's Calisthenic Training and Musical Drill. A System of
Physical Exercises as an aid to Teachers in Class Training. By George Cruden.

This work contains complete instructions in Military Marching, Dumb-Bell and
Iudian Club Exercises ; including Musical Drill in Free Gymnastics, Dumb-Bell
and Bar-Bell Exercises and Hoop Drill, with explanatory illustrations and Piano
Music for every movement. It is impossible to overrate the advantages gained
by Class Drill, in imparting precision of movement and prompt obedience to
word of command, as well as ease and grace of posture, and freedom of motion to
the body and limbs. Bound in Boards 50 cts#

Alexander's Calisthenics and Musical Drill for Little Children.
Containing Sixty Exercises, with numerous Variations, and introducing simple
Calisthenics and Swimming Motions, King, Skipping and Marching Exercises,
profusely illustrated, with Piano Music for every movement. A complete work
on Recreative Calisthenics for young children and Primary School Classes. By
A. Alexander, Professor of Calisthenics and Gymnastics. "1 eachers will fin d this
work a valuable aid in the systematic instruction of classes of small children
in exercises combining healthy training with attractive recreation.
Paper covers 25 cts.

Pitman's Manual of Phonography. A Complete System of
Phonetic Shorthand. This System, originally invented in 1837 by Isaac Pitman,
is rapidly displacing all other methods of Shorthand. For its simplicity and the
consequent facility with which it can be read as well as written, its universal
adoption is a matter of the near futilre.

This Manual of Isaac Pitman's System, which is bow being introduced as the Text-
Book of Phonography in our educational institutions, has been revised and
corrected, year after year, by its inventor, and is now presented in its latest and
fullest perfection. Its pre-eminence is endorsed by the fact that its sales have
already reached 650,000. Convenient pocket size. Price..... 35 cts.

Key to the Manual of Phonography. This is of great assistance
to Students ; it gives, in Shorthand, all the exercises contained in the Manual
thus affording the means of proving and correcting their performance without
the aid of a Teacher. Uniform in size with the Manual. Price 15 cts.

The Phonographic Teacher. This is a Practical Guide to Isaac
Pitman's System of Phonography, and has proved so valuable, as an elementary
aid to the mastering of the principles laid down in the " Manual of Phonography,"
that it has already reached the enormous sale of 1,270,000.

This work, in combination with its Key, is a complete and thorough self-instructor
in the Art of Phonography. Convenient pocket size. Price 15 cts.

Key to the Phonographic Teacher. This enables the learner to

verify and correct his phonographic studies of the Exercises contained in the
"Phonographic Teacher," thus entirely dispensing with the aid of personal
instruction. Uniform with the " Teacher." Price 15 els.

How to Write a Composition. The use of this hand-book will

save the student the many hours of labor too often wasted in trying to write a
plain composition. It affords a perfect skeleton of one hundred and seventeen
different subjects, with their headings or divisions clearly defined, and each
heading filled in with the ideas which the subject suggests ; so that all the writer
has to do, in order to produce a good composition, is to enlarge on them to suit

his taste and inclination. 178 pages, paper covers 30 cts.

Bound in boards cloth back 50 cts.

Any of the above books will be mailed post paid on receipt of price, by

Dick & Fitzgerald, Publishers,

18 Ann Street, New York.



Dick & Fitzgerald,
PUBLISHERS, NEW YORK

POST OFFICE BOX 2973.

%*Tha Publishers, upon receipt of the Price, will send, any of the
following books by mail, POSTAGE PAID, to any part of the
United. States. In ordering books, the full name, post office,

County and State should be plainly written.

Dick's Games Of Patience ; or, Solitaire with Cards. New edition with

twenty new Games and. seventeen new illustrations added. Now containing Sixty-

three Games. Illustrated with Fifty explanatory full-page Tableaux. This treatise

on Solitaire, a pastime which is steadily gaining in popularity, embraces a number of

new and original Games, and all the Games of Patience at present in favor with the

most experienced players. Each game is carefully and lucidly described, with the

distinctive rules to be observed and hints as to the best means of success in play.

The Tableaux furnish efficient aid in rendering the disposition of the cards necessary

to each game plain and easily comprehensible. The difficulty usually attending

descriptions of intricate games is reduced, as far as possible, by precision in method
and terseness of expression in the text, and the illustrations serve to dispel any possi-

ble ambiguity that might be unavoidable without their aid. The work is attractive

in style and elegant in execution, and will prove an interesting companion for many
a solitary hour. Quarto. Illustrated. Paper cover 75cts.
Cloth $1.00

The Debater, Chairman's Assistant, and Rules of Order. A manual
for Instruction and Reference in all matters pertaining to the management of Public

Meetings according to Parliamentary usages. It comprises :

How to Form and Conduct all kinds of Asso-
ciations and Clubs ;

How lo Organize and Arrange Public Meet-
ing*, Celebrations, Dinners, Picnics and
Conventions ;

Formsfor Constitutions of Lyceums or Insti-

tutes, Literary and other Societies ;

The Powers and Duties of Officers, with Forms
for Treasurers', Secretaries' , and other Offi-

cial Reports ;
The Formation and Duties of Committees ;

Rules of Order and Order of Business, with
Mode of Procedure in all cases;

How to Draft Resolutions and other Written
Business;

A model Debate, introducing the greatest pos-

sible variety of points of order, with correct

decisions by the Chairman ;

The Rules of Order, in Tabular Form, for in-

stant reference m all cases of Doubt that

may arise, enabling a Chairman to decide
on all points at a glance.

The "Work is divided into different Sections, for the purpose of Consecutive Instruction

as well as Pweady Preference, and includes all Decisions and Rulings up to the present

day. Paper covers CO Ct3.

Bound in board, cloth back 50 cts-



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Frices annexed.

READINGS AND RECITATIONS.

Kavanaugh's Exhibition Reciter. For very Little Children. A collection

of entirely Original Recitations, Dialogues and short Speeches, adapted for very littla

boys and girls, including also a variety of pieces, humorous, serious and dramatic,
suitable for children from Three to Ten years old, for public and private School Exhi-
bitions and other Juvenile Entertainments.

It also includes a May-Day Festival xor very little children, and a number of beauti-
ful Speaking Tableaux. By the author of " Kavanaugh's Juvenile Speaker." Bound
in illuminated paper covers "30 ctS.
Bound in illuminated board covers / 50 Ct3.

Kavanaugh's Juvenile Speaker. For very Little Boys and Girls. Con-
taining short and easily-learned Speeches and Dialogues, expressly adapted for School
Celebrations, May-Day Festivals and other Children's Entertainments, embracing one
hundred and twenty-three effective pieces. By Mrs. Russell Kavanaugh, Illuminated
paper cover 30 CtS.
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 CtS.

Dick's Series of Recitations and Readings, Nos. 1 to 16. Comprising
a carefully compiled selection of Humorous, Pathetic, Eloquent, Patriotic and Senti-
mental Pieces in Poetry and Prose, exclusively designed for Recitation or Reading.
Edited by Win. B. Dick. Each number of the Series contains about ISO pages. Illumi-
nated paper cover, each. 30 CtS.
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 CtS.

Beecher's Recitations and RaadingS. Humorous, Serious, Dramatic,
including Prose and Poetical Selections in Dutch, Yankee, Irish, Negro and other Dia-
lects. 180 pages, paper covers 30 Cts.
Bound in ooards, cloth back 50 CtS.

Howard's Recitations. Comic, Serious and Pathetic. Being a collection

of fresh Recitations in Prose and Poetry, suitable for Exhibitions and Evening Parties.

180 pages, paper covers 30 CtS,
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 CtS.

Spencer's Book of Comic Speeches and Humorous Recitations. A
collection of Comic Speeches, Humorous Prose and Poetical Recitations, Laughable
Dramatic Scenes and Eccentric Dialect Stories. 192 pages, paper covers 30 CtS-

Bound in boards, cloth back 50 CtS.

Wilson's Book of Recitations and Dialogues. Containing a choice
selection of Poetical and Prose Recitations. Designed as an Assistant to Teachers and
Students in preparing Exhibitions. 188 pages, paper covers .30 CtS.
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 CtS.

Barton's Comic Recitations and Humorous Dialogues. A variety of

Comic Recitations, in Prose and Poetry, Eccentric Crations and Laughable Interludes.
180 pages, paper covers 30 cts.
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 CaS.

Brudder Bones' Book of Stump Speeches and Burlesque Orations.
Also containing Humorous Lectures, Ethiopian Dialogues, Plantation Scenes, Negro
Earces and Burlesques, Laughable Interludes and Comic Recitations. 188 pages.
Paper covers 30 CtS.

Bound in boards, illuminated 50 CtS.

Burbank's Recitations and Readings. A collection of Humorous, Dra-
matic and Dialect Selections, edited and arranged for Public Reading or Recitation, by
Alfred P. Burbank; and containing many choice selections never before in print, as

well as some old favori tes. 16mo, paper co ver 25 CtS.

Martine's Droll Dialogues and Laughable Recitations. A collection of

Humorous Dialogues, Comic Recitations, Brilliant Burlesques and Spirited Stump
Speeches. 188 pages, paper covers 30 cts.

Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 CtS.

WE WILL SEND A CATALOGUE, containing a complete list of all the

pieces in each of the above books, to anypersons who will send us their address.



Popular Books Sent Free of Postage at the Prices Ana3X3d.

DIALOGUE BOOKS.
Dick's Comic Dialogues. A Collection of Easy and Effective Dramatic
Dialogues, bright, witty, and full of droll "Situations," specially adapted for per-

formance by Young People. 16mo, paper covers HO Ct3.

Bound in boards . 50 Ct3.

Dick's Dialogues and Monologues. Consisting of Original Darmatic
Dialogues and Humorous Monologues, written expressly for this work, and especially
adapted for Exhibitions and Entertainments. The Dialogues are all witnin the
capacity of young people of both sexes, and the Monologues are sprightly and effective.

16mo, paper covers JjO cts.
Bound in boards , 50 Cts.

Steele's Exhibition Dialogues. A collection of Dramatic Dialogues
and Easy Plays, excellently adapted for Amateurs in Parlor and Exhibition Perform-
ances. By Silas Steele. 150pages. Illustrated paper covers 30 cts.
Bound in boards 50 CtS

"VEcBride's New Dialogues. Especially designed for School and Literary
Amateur Entertainments; containing entirely New and Original Dialogues, introduc-
ing Irish, Yaukee, and other eccentric characters. By H. Elliott McBride.
178 p -iges, illuminated paper covers SO cts.
Bound in boards , 50 CtS.

McBride's Temperance Dialogues. Designed for the use of Schools,
Temperance Societies etc. Introducing Yankee, Dutch, Irish, Negro and other dialect

characters. By H. Elliott McBride. 183 pages, paper covers 20 cts.

Bound in boards, cloth back 50 CtS.

McBride's Humorous Dialogues. A collection of New Dialogues, full of
humor; some of them introducing dialect characters. 192 pages, paper cover 30 cts-
Bound in boards, cloth back , 50 CtS.

McBride's Comic Dialogues- A collection of twenty-three Original
Humorous Dialogues, introducing a variety of comic and genuine Yankee and other
eccentricities. 180 pages, paper covers 30 cts.
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 Ct3.

McBride's All Kinds of Dialogues. A collection of twenty-five Origi-
nal, Humorous and Domestic Dialogues, introducing Yankee, Irish, Dutch and other
characters Excelleutly adapted for Amateur Performances.
180 pages, illuminated paper covers 30 Cts.

Bound in boards, cloth back 50 CtS.

Graham's School Dialogues for Young- People. Being a new and orig-
inal collection of Dialogues intended for Anniversaries and Exhibitions, carefully
prepared and well calculated to develop dramatic talent.

176 pages, illuminated paper covers 30 cts.

Bound in boards, cloth back 50 Cts,

Holmes' Very Little Da^osrues for Very Little Folks. Containing
forty-seven New and Original Dialogues, with short and easy parts, almost entirely

in words of one syllable, suited to the capacity and comprehension of very young
children. Paper covers 30 Cts.

Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts.

FrosVs Dialogues for Young Folks. A collection of thirty-six Original,
Moral and Humorous Dialogues. Adapted for boys and girls between the ages of ten

and fourteen years. Paper covers 30 ctl.

Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts.

Frost's New Book of Dialogues. Containing twenty-nine entirely New
and Original Humorous Dialogues for boys and girls between the ages of twelve and
fifteen years. 180 pages, paper covers 30 cts.

Bound in boards cloth back 50 Ct3.

Frost's Humorous and Exhibition Dialogues. This a collection of
twenty-five Original Dialogues in Prose and Verse.. 178 pages, paper covers. . .30 cts.

Bound in Boards 50 cts.

WE WILL SbND A CATALOGUE free to any address, containing a list of all tit*. Din-

loguetin rack of the above books, tigcther wit.'i the number of boys and girls required to

perjorni them.



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Price3 annexed,

AMATEUR THEATRICALS.
All the plays in thefollowing excellent books are especially designedfor Amateur
performance. The majority of them are in one act and one scene, and may
be represented in any moderate-sized -parlor, without much preparation of
costume or scenery. Catalogue, with number and sex ofperformers in each,

furnished on application.

Kavanaugh's Humorous Dramas for School Exhibitions and Private
Theatricals. These excellent Dramas are all original, and were written expressly
for School and Parlor Performance. Paper covers 30 CtS.
Bound in boards i 50 CtS.

Alice in Wonderland, and other Fairy Plays for Children. Consist-
ing of Four Juvenile Dramas, the first of which is a faithful Dramatic Version of Mr.
Lewis Carroll's well-known "Alice in Wonderland"; and all combining, in the hap-
piest manner, light comedy, burlesque and extravaganza. By Kate Fi-eiligrath-

Kroeker. These plays are written in a style of quaint childish simplicity, but embody
a brdliant vein of wit and humor. The music of all the songs introduced is given,
thus rendering each drama complete in all respects. Paper cover 30 CtS
Bound in boards 50 CtS

Barmby's Musical Plays for Young People. Suitable for Private
Theatricals. These Plays are in Burlesque style and entirely in Rhyme ; they are
irresistably Comical in expression, and elegant in construction. Each Play includes
the Vocal Score and Piano Accompaniment to all Songs, Duets and Choruses intro-
duced, making it complete iu itself, both in text and music. 201 pages.
Paper covers 30 cts

#

Bound in boards 50 CtS*

Parlor Theatricals; or Winter Evenings' Entertainment. Contain-
ing Acting Proverbs, Dramatic Charades, Drawing-Room Pantomimes, a Musical
Burlesque and an amusing Farce, with instructions for Amateurs. Illustrated with
engravings. Paper covers 30 cts.
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 CtS.

Howard's Book of Drawing-Room Theatricals. A collection of

twenty short and amusing plays. Some of the plays are adapted tor performers of
one sex only. 186 pages, paper covers 30 cts.
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 CtS.

Hudson's Private Theatricals. A collection of fourteen humorous plays.

Four of these plays are adapted for performance by males only, and three are for
females. 180 Pages, paper covprs 30 CtS.
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 cts.

Nugent's Burlesque aud Musical Acting Charades. Containing ten
Charades, all in different styles, two of which are easy and effective Comic Parlor
Operas, with Music and Piano-forte Accompaniments. 176 pages.
Paper covers 30 cts.

Bound in boards, with cloth|back 50 CtS.

Frost's Dramatic Proverbs and Charades. Containing eleven Pro-
verbs and fifteen Charades, some of which are for Dramatic Performance, and others
arranged for Tableaux Yivants. 176 pages, paper covers 30 cts.

Bound in boards, with cloth backs 50 CtS-

Frost's Parlor Acting Charades. These twelve excellent and original

Charades are arranged as short parlor Comedies and Farces, full of brilliant repartee
and amusing situations. 182 pages, paper covers 30 cts.
niuminated boards 50 CtS.

Frost's Book of Tableaux and Shadow Pantomimes. A collection of

Tableaux Vivants and Shadow Pantomimes, with stage instructions for Costuming,
Grouping, etc. 180 pages, paper covers 20 cts.

Bound in boards, with clo 1 h back 50 Cts.

Frost's Amateur Theatricals. A collection of eight original plays
;
all

short, amusing and new. 180 pages, paper covers 30 CtS-
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 CtS'



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at ft,* Prices annexed.

Dick's Complete letter Writer for Ladies. Containing MORE
THAN FIVE HUNDRED entirely Original Letters and Notes, with appropriate
answers, on all subjects and occasions incident to life in Good Society ; including
specific instructions in all the details of a well-written letter, and General Hints for
Conducting Polite Correspondence. Edited by Wm. B. Dick.

These new and Original Letters have been written expressly for this work in an easy
and elegant style, furnishing excellent models which fulfill all the social, formal and
business conditions that occur in the Correspondence of Ladies who move in refined
society. There are many otherwise highly accomplished ladies who experience con-
siderable difficulty in inditing a good letter, and frequently find themselves embarrassed
from a want of facility in method of expression and proper form; to them this work
is especially adapted, and will afford them valuable aid in rendering the task of coiv

respondence easy and light. Bound in boards 50 CtS,

Dick's Mysteries of the Hand ; or, Palmistry made Easy. Trans-
lated, Abridged and Arranged from the French Works of Desbarrolles, D'Arpentigny
and De Para d'Hermes. This book is a concise summary of the elaborate works of the
above-named authorities on Palmistry.

The various lines and mounts on the palm of the hand, and the typical formation
of the hand and fingers are all clearly explained and illustrated by diagrams. The
meaning to be deduced from the greater or less development of these mounts and
lines (each of which has its own signification), also from the length, thickness and
shape of the tbumb and fingers, and from the mutual bearing they exercise en
each other, is all distinctly explained.

Complete facility for instant reference is insured by means of marginal notes by which
any point of detail may be found and consulted at a glance.

By means of this book the hitherto occult mystery of Palmistry is made simple and
easy, and the whole Art may be acquired without difficulty or delay. It is emphati-
cally Palmistry in a nutshell, and by its use, character and disposition can be dis-

cerned and probable future destiny foretold with surprising accuracy. Illuminated
paper cover 50 cts.

Dick's Hand-Book Of Whist. Containing Pole's and Clay's Rules for
playing the modern scientific game; the Club Rules of Whist, and two interesting
Double Dummy Problems. This is a thorough treatise on the game of Whist, taken
from " The American Hoyle " which is the standard authority. It covers all the
points and intricacies which arise in the game; including the acknowledged code of
etiquette observed by the players, with Drayson's remarks on Trumps, their use and
abuse, and all the modern methods of signalling between partners. Price 25 cts.

Kavanaugh's New Speeches and Dialogues for Young Children.
Containing easy pieces in plain language, readily understood by little children, and
expressly adapted for School Exhibitions and Christmas and other juvenile celebra-
tions. By Mrs. Russell Kavanaugh. This is an entirely new series of Recitations and
Dialogues by this author, and full of pieces, in her well-known style of familiar
simplicity, admirably calculated to give the little ones additional opportunities to
distinguish themselves before an audience. 16mo. Paper cover 30 Cts.
16mo. Board cover 50 cts.

Ogden's Model Speeches for all School Occasions. Containing Original

Addresses and Orations on everything appertaining to School Life ; comprising Set
Speeches on all occasions connected with Schools, Academies and Colleges, for
School Officers as well as for Teachers and Students of both sexes, with appropriate
replies. By Christol Ogden
This original work contains over one-hundred telling speeches and replies for

Speeches on Opening and Dedicating
j

Burlesque Speeches.

New Schools and Academies. Addresses to Teachers.

All Kinds of School Ceremonials Prologues and Epilogues for School
Salutatory and Valedictory Address's. Exhibitions.

Presentations and Conferring Honors.
j

Anniversary Congratulations.

Including practical hints on Extempore speaking, with a dissertation on the selection

of appropriate topics, suitable style, and effective delivery and also valuable advice
to those who lack confidence when addressing the Public.

Paper covers 50 cts.

Bound in boards 75 CtS,



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed.

Dick's Book of Toasts, Speeches ard Responses. Containing Toasts
and Sentiments for Public and Social Occasions, and specimen Speeches with appro-
priate replies suitable lor the following occasions :

Public Dinners,
Social Dinners,
Convivial Gatherings,
Art and Professional Banquets,
Manufacturers' Meetings,
Agricultural and Commercial Festivals,

Special Toasts for Ladies,
Christmas, Thanksgiving and other

Festivals,

Friendly Meetings,
Weddings and their Anniversaries,
Army and Navy Banquets,
Patriotic and Political Occasions,
Trades' Unions and Dinners,
Benedicts' and Bachelors' Banquets,
Masonic Celebrations,

Sporting Coteries,

All Kinds of Occasions.

This work includes an instructive dissertation on the Art of making amusing After-dinnel
Speeches, giving hints and directions by the aid of which persons with only ordi-
nary intelligence can make an entertaining and telling speech. Also, Correct Rules
and Advice for Presiding at Table.

The use of this work will render a poor and diffident speaker fluent and witty—and
a good speaker better and wittier, besides affording an immense fund of anecdotes,
wit and wisdom, and other serviceable matter to draw upon at will.

Paper covers. Price 30 cts.
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts.

Dick's Parlor Exhibitions, and How to Make them Successful. Con-
taining complete and detailed directions for preparing and arranging Parlor Exhibi-
tions and Amateur Performances. It includes,

Tableaux Yivants,
Living Portraits,

Living Statuary,
Dame History's Peep Show.
Shadow Pantomimes.

Popular Ballads illustrated

appropriate, action,

Charades of all kinds,
Parlor Pantomimes,
Punch and Judy,

AND FIFTY OTHER DIVERTING PARLOR PASTIMES AND AMUSEMENTS.

It contains also a full Catalogue of the celebrated "Art Exhibition": and ^practical
treatise on the wonderful Science of Second-Sight, by the aid of which all the start-

ling effects and achievements of second-sight may be performed by any one possess-
ing a tolerably retentive memory.

This work is thoroughly practical, and gives the fullest instructions for preparing and
lighting the stage, the construction of the Frames for Ltving Portraits, and shows
how each performance can be presented with complete success. It is illustrated with
numerous engravings explaining the text. 150 pages, paper cover 30 Cts.
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 Cts.

Worcester's Letter-Writer and Book of Business Forms, for Ladies
and Gentlemen. Containing Accurate Directions for Conducting Epistolary Cor-
erspondence, with 270 Specimen Letters, adapted to every Age and Situation in Life,
and to Business Pursuits in General ; with an Appendix comprising Forms for Wills,
Petitions, Bills, Receipts, Drafts, Bills of Exchange, Promissory Notes, Executors
and Administrators' Accounts, etc., etc. This work is divided into two parts, the
portion applicable to Ladies being kept distinct from the rest of the book, in order to
provide better facilities for ready reference. The Orthography of the entire work is

based on "Worcester's method, which is coming more and more into general use, from
the fact that it presents less ambiguity in spelling. 216 pages.
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts.

Dick's One Hundred Amusements for Evening Parties, Picnics and
Social Gatherings. This book is full of Original Novelties. It contains:

New and Attractive Games, clearhi illustra-
ted by means of Witty Examples, show-
ing how each may be most successfully
played.

Surprising Tricks, easy of performance.
Musical and other innocent sells.

A variety ofnew and ingenious puzzles.
Comical illusions, fully described. These
surprising and grotesque illusions are very
startling: in th>ir effects, and present little

or no difficulty in their preparation.

ALSO AN ENTIRELY NEW VERSION OF THE CELEBRATED " MRS. JARLEY's WAX WORKS."

The whole beng illustrated by sixty fine wood engravings. Paper covers 30 cts,
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 ct&





GOOD BOOKS.
Sent Postage-Paid at the Prices Marked.

Dick's Encyclopedia of Receipts and Processes $5.00
Dick's Art of Gymnastics 1.00
Spayth's American Draught Player 3.00
American Hoyle, the Standard Book of Games 2.00
Dick's Games of Patience ; or Lolitaire with Cards 1.00
Marache's Manual of Chess .50
Dick's Hand-Book of Crihbage 7

. 50
Dick's Hand-Book of Whist .50
The Modern Pocket Hoyle

, .50
Dick's Original Album Verses and Acrostics 50
Dick's Book of Toasts, Speeches and Responses 50
Barber's American Book of Ready-Made Speeches .50
How to Conduct a Debate 50
The Debater, Chairman's As-istant, and Rules of Order 50
North's Book of Love-letters 50
Dick's Commercial Letter-Writer 50
Martine's Sensible Letter-Writer 50
Frost's American Etiquette 50
Dicks Recitations and Readings—Series—each Vol 30
Beecher's Recitations ; Humorous, Serious and Dramatic 30
Dick's Dutch, French and Yankee Dialect Recitations 30
Kavanaugh's Juvenile Speaker, for little children 30
Dick's Irish Dialect Recitations 30
Kavanaugh's New Speeches for little children 30
Brudder Bones' Stump-Speeches and Burlesque Orations .30
Dick's Comic Dialogues 30
Holmes' Very Little Dialogues 30
McBride's Comic Dialogues 30
Burton's Amateur Actor.. . 30
Hudson's Private Theatricals 30
Frost's Dramatic F> ovei ->a and Charades 30
Frost's Tableaux and Shadow Pantomimes 30
Dick's Parlor Exhibitions <•• -30
The Parlor Magician 30
Dick's Palmistry MadeEasy- • 50
Day's American Ready-Reckoner • 50
The American Housewife, and Kitchen Directory 50
The Amateur Trapper and Trap-Maker's Guide 50
Dick's Quadrille Call-Book and Ball-Room Prompter 50
The Banjo and How to Play It 50
£h*, Ai \ and Etiquette ofMaking Love 30
The Young Reporter ; How to Write Short-Hand 50
Tl im n's French Self-Taught 25
Thlnm's German Self-Taught 25
Thimm's Spanish Self-Taught 25
The Mi haps and Adventures of Obadiah Oldbuck 30

COMPLETE DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE MAILED EREE.

DICK & FITZGERALD, Publishers,

P. O. Box 2975. New York.














